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 Last week, we had the wrong time for the
actual (astronomical) Molad. We print Shvat's rather than Adar's. The
actual molad has no halachic relevance for our current fixed calendar,
but is significant when we have a sitting Sanhedrin. The actual molad
(New Moon) for Adar is/was (depending on when you are reading this)
THU (Feb 15) 11:05pm Israel Time. That's more than 8 hours after the
announced time. First op for KL according to Minhag Yerushalayim is
Sunday, eve of 4 Adar, February 18th - at which time the Moon will not
yet be 3 days old. But we still say KL, because we follow average molad

PPexplanations on p.64
and on www.ttidbits.com

click on either PPx linkParshaPPPPPiiiiixxxxx

http://www.ttidbits.com


Candles T'RUMA Havdala T' tza v e h

4:51 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 6:04 4:57 6:10

5:09 Aza area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 6:07 5:14 6:13

5:07 Beit Shemesh / RBS 6:05 5:13 6:11

5:06 Gush Etzion 6:05 5:12 6:10

5:07 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herzliya / Kfar Saba 6:06 5:13 6:11

5:07 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 6:05 5:12 6:11

5:07 Netanya 6:06 5:13 6:11

5:06 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 6:07 5:12 6:12

5:07 Rehovot 6:06 5:13 6:11

4:51 Petach Tikva 6:06 4:57 6:11

5:06 Ginot Shomron 6:05 5:12 6:10

4:56 Haifa / Zichron 6:05 5:02 6:10

5:05 Gush Shiloh 6:04 5:11 6:09

5:05 Tel Aviv / Giv'at Sh'muel 6:06 5:11 6:12

5:06 Giv'at Ze'ev 6:05 5:12 6:10

5:07 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 6:05 5:12 6:10

5:09 Ashkelon 6:07 5:14 6:13

5:07 Yad Binyamin 6:06 5:13 6:11

4:53 Tzfat / Bik'at HaYarden 6:02 4:59 6:08

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 6:44pm       Next week: 6:50pm
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 Beware the Sea Captain's Photo Syndrome
There's an old, well-known story with a
moral, of a sea captain who was at sea
for months at a time, leaving his wife
and young son at home. In order to
make sure her son remembered his
father, the wife/mother put a framed
picture of her husband near her son's
bed and would tell him stories about
his father each night at bedtime. Their
nightly routine ended with the son
kissing the picture of his father (and
then saying Sh'ma). After a particularly
long sea voyage, the father returned
home, much to the delight of his wife
and son. That first night it was the
father's turn to regale his son with
exciting stories of his most recent
voyage. As the father was tucking his
son into bed for the night, the son took
the framed photo and gave it a kiss.

I don't really remember the context in
which I first heard this parable, nor its
original moral, but I would like to apply
it to this week's sedra.

It is in this week's sedra that we are
commanded to "Make a Mikdash for
Me, and I will dwell among you." 

The materials for the Mishkan were
eagerly contributed and the work
commenced. On R"Ch Nissan 2449,
almost a year out of Egypt, the Mishkan
was erected and ready to function.

The Mishkan accompanied Bnei Yisrael
for 39 years of wandering in the
Midbar. After crossing the Jordan River,
the Mishkan stood in Gilgal for the 14
years of conquest and distribution of
the Land among the Tribes.

When things settled down, the Mishkan

was set up in its first semi-permanent
location of Shiloh, where it stood for
369 years. Upon the death of Eli Ha-
Kohen, Mishkan Shiloh was destroyed
and it was relocated in Nov for 13 years
and then in Giv'on for 44 years.

Then, 480 years after the Exodus, the
building of the Beit HaMikdash in
Yerushalayim was commenced in Yeru-
shalayim by Shlomo HaMelech. The
building took four years, and lasted 410
years (including those first four) until it
was destroyed. Seventy years later, the
building of the second Beit HaMikdash
was begun. That Mikdash lasted 420
years until it was destroyed.

Counting from the time we became a
Nation, we had a Mikdash of some sort
or another for approx. 1380 years.

It has been approx. 1950 years since we
had a standing Beit HaMikdash. That's a
long time. Almost 60% of the time we
have existed as a Nation. It's a very long
sea voyage without a Mikdash.

Now let's apply the parable. We have
developed many pictures of the sea
captain in his absence. We have the
shul - our Beit Mikdash me'at. We have
the Mishkan and Mizbei'ach that we
constructed in our hearts - as in BILVAVI
MISHKAN EVNEH... we have the Kotel,
we have our prayers which besides
being prayers, do double duty of
replacing korbanot, as in UNSHALMA
FARIM S'FATEINU. We have songs -
YIBANEH HAMIKDASH, and others. We
have so many pictures to kiss... Let's not
forget the heartfelt longing of the
actual building of the Beit HaMikdash.
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The mishna in Megila says that when R"Ch Adar is on Shabbat, we read Parshat
Sh'kalim, but when R"Ch is during the week, Sh'kalim is read on the previous
Shabbat and the following Shabbat is a HAFSAKA, a break in the sequence of the
Four Parshiyot. That is correct for our calendar, but it's a bit more complicated. 
This year, R"Ch Adar is during the week; we did read Sh'kalim last Shabbat, and 
this Shabbat (T'ruma) is a HAFSAKA. In fact, there are two HAFSAKOT this year. 
The code for this year's situation is eiae - which means VAV, when the first day of
Adar is Friday, there will be breaks on BET, the 2nd of Adar, and another break on
YUD-VAV, the 16th of Adar (day after Yerushalayim's Purim). The first day of the
Adar that precedes Nisan can also fall on a Monday, a Wednesday, or on Shabbat.
The codes for HAFSAKOT in those years are ea, cc, and ehf respectively.

T'ruma
19th of 54 sedras; 
7th of 11 in Sh'mot

Written on 154.8 lines in a Torah (43rd)

9 Parshiyot; 4 open, 5 closed

96 p'sukim - ranks 38 (9th in Sh’mot)

1145 words - ranks 45 (10th in Sh’mot)

4692 letters - ranks 41 (9th in Sh’mot)

T'ruma is a short sedra with very short
p'sukim (especially in words per pasuk)

3 mitzvot; 2 positive, 1 prohibition

One of the mitzvot asei in the sedra is a
super-mitzva, in that it includes the many
commands to make all the furnishings of
the Mikdash. Further, the fulfillment of this
mitzva facilitates many others.

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate start
of a parsha p'tucha or s'tuma. X:Y is

Perek:Pasuk of the beginning of parsha; 
(Z) is the number of p'sukim in the parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets] are the
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; L=LAV
(prohibition). X:Y is the perek & pasuk from
which the mitzva comes.

Kohen - First Aliya 
16 p'sukim - 25:1-16
[P> 25:1 (9)] G-d tells Moshe to tell the
People to donate materials in amounts
that "each person sees fit". The
donations were to be of gold, silver,
copper; dyed wools (blue, purple, red),
fine linen; goat-hair fabric, red-dyed
sheep-skins, Tachash skins; acacia
wood; oil for light, spices for the
anointing oil and the incense offerings;
gemstones for the Eifod and the
Choshen.

 In the list of materials donated
by the people, the gems for the Eifod
and Choshen are mentioned last. They
were the most valuable of the gifts -
why mention them last? Rav Moshe
Sternbach quotes two reasons from
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May the Torah learning in this
issue of TT be znyp ielirl

Meir Mishkoff l"f
l"f oeyxb oa xi`n wgvi

on his first yahrzeit, xc` '`
and

George Mishkoff l"f
l"f xi`n wgvi oa oeyxb
on his 40th yahrzeit, xc` 'g

Adina & Marc Kischel
Aliza & Teddy Renick & Family

Helene Mishkoff & Family

different sources. One, that they were
brought to us by the Heavenly Clouds,
without any effort on our part. Human
effort is a major factor in the value of a
contribution to the community. Two,
that the Nesi'im waited until last to give
what was lacking. As valuable as was
their gift and as noble were their
motives - they should not have
followed; they should have led. 

It seems from our sources that silver
was not as "as each person sees fit" as
the other materials. Almost all of the
silver (used for the ADANIM, foundation
blocks of the Mishkan) came from the
mandatory and specific collection of
the silver half-shekel). Some additional
silver that was donated was used for
Mishkan "decorative trim" and holy
vessels. It is significant that it was
specifically the foundation of the
Mishkan that came from the silver
half-shekels, that donation that all who
participated share in it equally. 

"And they shall make for Me a
Sanctuary, and I will dwell in their
midst" [95,A20 25:8]. This well-known
pasuk constitutes the mitzva to build
the Mishkan in that generation, and to
build the Beit HaMikdash in later
times (including our own). Each time
the Mishkan was taken apart,
transported, and reassembled, the
mitzva was fulfilled. It was fulfilled by
Shlomo HaMelech and his generation,
and by Ezra HaSofer and his genera-
tion. It will be fulfilled IY"H when the
third Beit HaMikdash will be built,
IY"H in our own time.

 Some interpret the word
B'TOCHAM as "within each Jew", not
just in the midst of the People, thereby
personalizing the relationship between
G-d and each Jew.

V’YIKCHU rather than V’YITNU. “Take”
rather than “give”. Famous question.
The Malbim answers it this way. Really,
everything belongs to G-d. So how can
we give to Him. Our first step is to take
from Him by using worldly goods for
sacred purposes. Just as making a
bracha enables us to take possession of
food which is essentially G-d’s, so too
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did the donations of materials for the
Mishkan make those materials ours to
give (and the balance to keep).

Rambam gives 14 rules for the counting
of the 613 mitzvot. Rule #12 is that it is
not "appropriate" to count as separate
mitzvot those commands that are part
of a more all-encompassing mitzva.
Therefore, Rambam does NOT count
among the 613 the mitzvot to make the
Aron, Menora, Shulchan, Altars, etc.
since they are included in Building the
Mikdash. In other words, ALL of the
details of the building of the Mikdash
are included in this one single Mitzvat
Asei. 

Other mitzva-counters disagree (in
part). E.g. Ramban counts the making
of the Aron as a separate mitzva (but
not the other sacred vessels).

And, as you will see, there are specific
details that are counted as separate
mitzvot by Rambam too.

G-d will show the various forms that
the work should take as models for the
people to follow in M'lechet HaMish-
kan, the sacred task of building the
Mikdash.

[S> 25:10 (13)] The first specific
command is that of making the Aron
(Ark). It is to be made of wood,
gold-plated inside and out. Four gold
rings are to be fixed to its sides to
receive the Carrying Poles (also made
of gold-plated wood). The Carrying
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Poles, once inserted into the rings, may
never be removed [96,L86 25:15].

Note that although all the positive
commands related to the details of
each of the vessels are included within
the "master-mitzva" of building the
Mikdash (and everything in it), this
prohibition is counted separately. In
other words, the commands to make
the Aron, to plate it with gold, to attach
rings, to make poles, to cover them
with gold, to put a decorative border
around the top of the Aron, to make
the lid, to fashion the K'ruvim from the
Kaporet (lid), etc. etc. are all part of the
mitzva to make the Sanctuary. The
prohibition of removing the carrying
poles is its own mitzva. To put the
carrying rods into the rings is not its
own mitzva, but the prohibition of ever
removing them is.

The "Testimony" (the LUCHOT,
Tablets) shall be placed in the Aron.

Clarification: Some commentaries
describe the ARON as three nested,
open-top boxes - an outer box of gold,
a middle box of wood, and an inner box
of gold which had a rim to cover over
the thickness of the wooden box, so
that only gold would be visible both
from the outside and inside of the

ARON. There are different opinions as
to how thick the gold plating was.

Levi - Second Aliya 
24 p'sukim - 25:17-40
A thick, solid gold lid (called the
KAPORET) is to be made for the Aron.
From the lid are to be formed two
Cherubs (K'ruvim) facing each other
with their wings spread out above the
lid. Communication from G-d to
Moshe will be from "between the two
K'ruvim".

Think about this... It seems a bit
strange, does it not, that we would be
commanded to make the K'ruvim in
light of the strong prohibitions against
graven images. And more so, if we note
the chronology of the events in the
months following the Exodus -
specifically, that the command to build
the Mikdash was carried out in the
wake of the Golden Calf fiasco. Golden
Calf, no - but K'ruvim, yes? The "answer"
is that G-d is the Boss. He says no
graven images - then we dare not. And
so, the Golden Calf is the ultimate
affront to G-d. He commands us to
make the K'ruvim, then we do. There
are many examples of this same idea.
Lighting fire is forbidden on Shabbat. In
the Mikdash it is required. Piku'ach



Welcome and a big aeh lfn
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Nefesh situations also require it. This is
not contradictory. This is recognizing
G-d's mastery of the world and our
commitment to follow His commands.

[P> 25:23 (8)] A special table of
gold-plated wood shall be made; a
frame and decorative border to the
frame are to be made of gold. Four
gold rings are to be attached to the legs
of the table as receptacles for the
carrying rods. Shelves and supports
for the shelves complete the Shulchan.

The Lechem Panim (Showbread) are to
be placed on the Shulchan at all times
[97, A27 25:30].

This is not considered a detail of the
making of the Shulchan, it is its own
mitzva. The mitzva involves baking 12
special loaves (they were halachic
matza) on Friday to replace the
previous week's loaves on Shabbat.
Tradition records a weekly miracle that
the one-week-old Lechem HaPanim
was found to be fresh by the kohanim
on duty who shared in eating it. This
mitzva makes the statement that we
should not view food as only the
physical necessity that the rest of the
world sees it as, but rather we are
challenged to add a spiritual dimension
to even this most basic of our human
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Condolences to Israel (Izzy) and
Avraham Meller and Eti Kaufman

on the passing of their father,
Rev. Yerachmiel Meller l"f
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd

Shiva at Tamir Assisted Living
until Sunday, Feb. 18More tertel-like than the tertel sedra

activities. Lechem HaPanim are the
symbol; our laws of kashrut, brachot,
and more, help us achieve the spiritual
levels of this concept. In the Shabbat
Zmira KI ESHM'RA SHABBAT, we sing
that G-d gave a Torah-mitzva to the
Kohanim to put Lechem HaPanim on
the Shulchan on Shabbat. THEREFORE,
we are forbidden to fast on Shabbat
(except for Yom Kippur) according to
our Sages. In other words, G-d did not
include a food in the Temple service
just to feed the Kohanim. G-d is
showing us the potential spirituality of
food. Take this lesson, He says, from the
Mikdash into your homes. Food is not
incidental to Shabbat; it is a significant
part of our observance of Shabbat. We
can see this from the earlier (Parshat
B’shalach) introduction of Shabbat to
the people of Israel. We were first
taught Shabbat in the context of the
manna. “And Moshe said - Eat it TODAY,
for TODAY is Shabbat to HaShem,
TODAY you will not find it in the field.”
As significant to Jewish Life as is fasting,
so too is eating. It is part of our
Judaism, not just a physical need we
have to satisfy.

Some Chumashim put Shlishi here

[P> 25:31 (10)] The Menora is to be
made of solid gold, one continuous
piece, a central branch with six side
branches (3 on each side), decorative
orbs, flowers, and cups adorned the
ends of each branch, with additional
ones on the central branch. The
Menora's utensils were also made of
gold. Additionally, there was a 3-step

platform that was used by the Kohen
when he tended and lit the Menora -
not that he wouldn't be able to reach
the lamps, but so that he wouldn't have
to raise his hands above his forehead,
which is problematic for a Kohein
Gadol because of the Tzitz he wore
there. (The oil cups were separate and
either attached or placed at the top of
the branches.)

 All parts of the Menorah were
integral to the whole; none was
"merely" attached. Torat Moshe applies
this to the People of Israel and, with a
play on words, says that even Jews who
have strayed from Torah and mitzvot
are part of the whole.

Shlishi - Third Aliya 
14 p'sukim - 26:1-14
[S> 26:1 (14)] The MISHKAN was a
roofless structure covered with three
layers of coverings. The first was
called the MISHKAN (the term is used
for the whole structure as well as the
first fabric covering) and was made of
10 panels of woven fabric made from
three different colors of dyed wool,
plus white linen. Five panels were
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attached to form one section; similarly
for the other five panels. The two
sections thus formed were linked with
buttons of gold through loops of blue
wool, the buttons being attached to the
edge of one section and the loops
woven onto the edge of the other
section. The weave of the Mishkan in-
cluded images known as K'ruvim.

Above the Mishkan was an 11-panel
covering (sections of six and five
panels joined with copper buttons)
made of goat hair. The Mishkan was
decorative; this covering, known as the
OHEL, was utilitarian, affording
protection from the elements. The
OHEL and MISHKAN covered the
sides of the structure as well as the
top.

The topmost covering (some say it was
just on the top, not the sides; others
say it too draped down the walls of the
Mishkan) was made of red-dyed
sheepskin and Tachash skins. 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION...
The Mishkan, as described in the Torah,
functioned for the 40 years of the
Wilderness (actually 39 years), and the
first 14 years in Eretz Yisrael (in GILGAL),
the years of conquest and settlement.
After that, a stone structure - with the
same dimensions as presented in

mailto:Lenny@LDevents.com
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Parshat T'ruma for the Mishkan - was
made in SHILOH to replace the gold-
covered wooden wall sections. (These
K’rashim of the Mishkan were not used;
they were buried.) The three coverings
were the same, as were the furnishings
inside the Mishkan. The Mishkan stood
in SHILO for 369 years. After ELI
HAKOHEN died, the Mishkan was set up
in NOV, where it stood for 13 years, and
then (after Shmuel's death) in GIV'ON
for 44 years. That's a total of 480 years,
from the Exodus until the first Beit
HaMikdash was begun. It took 7 years
to finish the first Bayit. The dimensions
of the Beit HaMikdash we very different
from those of the Mishkan.

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 
16 p'sukim - 26:15-30
[P> 26:15 (16)] The walls of the
Mishkan were gold-plated wood
planks. Each board had two pegs to be
inserted into silver foundation blocks.
Boards were joined by square gold
rings into slits at the top of the boards;
connecting rods through rings
mounted on the sides, above and below
their mid-lines; and a central bolt
through the thickness of the boards,
internally. There were to be 20 boards
each for the north and south walls,
eight on the west. The east side had no
boards; it was covered by a special
curtain.

 Rashi brings a Midrash that
Yaakov Avinu foresaw with Divine
Vision that wood would be needed by
his descendants upon their departure
from Egypt. He brought saplings with
him to Egypt which he planted and told
his children to take the wood with
them when they left Egypt.

Chamishi 5th Aliya 
7 p'sukim - 26:31-37
[S> 26:31 (7)] A woven curtain (like the
first covering of the Mishkan) was to
be hung from four gold-plated wooden
pillars to separate between the Holy of
Holies and the main hall of the
Sanctuary. This curtain is called the
PAROCHET, and gives its name to the
curtain which we place on the Aron
Kodesh in shul. Rashi explains that
Parochet means Mechitza, partition, or
in the language of our Sages, Pargod, a
partition between a king and his
subjects. As such, the Parochet in shul
also separates the congregation from
the Torahs.

MA'ASEI CHOSHEIV, Rashi explains
is highly skilled weaving (maybe
involving embroidery?) which results
in different designs on each side of the
fabric.

The Aron is to be put into the Holy of
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Holies. The Shulchan on the north wall
(2½ amot from the north wall) opposite
the Menorah on the south wall (also 2½
amot from the south wall) are placed
outside the Parochet in the main
section of the Mishkan. 

During Chanuka, the custom is to
place the Chanukiya on the south wall
of the shul, to commemorate the
Menorah's position in the Mikdash.

A curtain similar to the Parochet was
to be hung across the entrance of the
Mishkan. This MASACH is to be hung
on five wooden pillars plated with gold,
fitted with golden hooks, and inserted
into gold foundation sockets. The
Masach measured 10 amot by 10 amot,
as did the Parochet.

Some commentaries say that each
curtain hung from hooks on the
supporting pillars. Others say that a rod
was inserted at the top of each curtain
and the rod was suspended from the
hooks on the pillars. This allows the
Parochet and Masach to hang evenly
without sagging.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 
8 p'sukim - 27:1-8
[S> 27:1 (8)] The Mizbei'ach (Altar) is
to be made of wood, plated with
copper. It is a square with raised
corners. All vessels and utensils for
this Altar were to be made of copper,
as are the rings for the carrying rods.
This Altar was outside the Mishkan, in
the courtyard of the Mikdash and was
used for most of the sacrifices. (Unlike

the internal, gold, incense Altar - not
yet mentioned in this sedra).

The Torah says that this Altar was 3
amot tall. R. Yehuda says: understand
it as it is written. R' Yosi says just as
the internal Altar is twice as tall as it is
wide and long, so too is this one. It
measures 5 amot on each side of the
square, therefore, it is 10 amot tall. But
the Torah says three? That is,
measured from its SOVEV.
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Condolences to Perel Wachsman,
their children and families

on the passing of their
husband/father

Rabbi Raphael Wachsman l"f
Condolences to his siblings, 

Larry Wachsman, Rabbi Pesach
Wachsman, and Cheryl Prenzlau

milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewndGroup 11 elements, except for this one

The Aron, Shulchan, Menora are 1,2,3 in
Parshat T'ruma. Then the structure of
the Mishkan, then the External Altar.
Internal Altar doesn't come until
T'tzaveh - after the garments of the
Kohanim. The Washing Basin and its
Stand don't show up until the
beginning of Ki Tisa. When the actual
construction is described in Vayak-hel
and P'kudei, the order is different.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya 
11 p'sukim - 27:9-19
[S> 27:9 (11)] Linen curtains were to be
made, as were wooden columns,
decorated (trimmed, not totally
covered) with silver. The courtyard
curtains were to be hung from silver
hooks on these columns. Each column
was supported by a copper foundation
socket. An entrance curtain was to be
woven in the style of the Mishkan and
the Parochet, and this Masach was to
be hung across the eastern side of the
courtyard. Copper spikes anchored the
curtains that surrounded the Mishkan.

Haftara 20 p'sukim 
Melachim Alef 5:26-6:13
The Haftara describes the preparation
for the building of the first Beit
HaMikdash, much like the Torah
presents the preparation for the build-
ing of the Mishkan. One notices differ-
ences between the building of the
Mishkan and the building of the Beit

HaMikdash, especially on the point of
participation of the people. In the case
of the Mishkan, there was a high level
of enthusiasm and volunteerism that
even had Moshe begging the people to
stop bringing materials. In the case of
the Beit HaMikdash, there were
conscriptions of labor forces to do
some of the work to supply material
for the Beit HaMikdash.

In the sedra we find the command to
build the Mikdash and the purpose
thereof - namely, so that G-d's
Presence will dwell among us. 

The haftara spells things out more
clearly. This House, says G-d to
Shlomo HaMelech, which you are
building - IF you follow my laws and
My statutes you shall do, and preserve
all of the mitzvot to 'walk' with them,
THEN I will keep My promise that I
made to your father David, And I will
dwell among Bnei Yisrael and I will
never abandon My nation Israel.

V'ASU LI MIKDASH is a command.
V'SHACHANTI B'TOCHAM is a
promise, conditional upon our keeping
the Torah.
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This week's parasha goes into detail
regarding all of the preparations for the
construction of the Mishkan, including
the necessary materials needed for the
building and functioning of the
Mishkan. The haftara as well details the
preparations that Shlomo HaMelech
made for the construction of the Beit
HaMikdash, including the amount of
porters, stone masons and administra-
tors that were required for this vast
project. And, although the selection is
somewhat technical (laying out the
blueprint of the entire Mikdash), one of
the most enlightening details that
Yirmiyahu HaNavi, the editor of Sefer
M'lachim includes, is the date of the
construction itself. 

The sixth perek opens with the words;
"In the 480th year after B'nei Yisra'el's
exodus from Egypt, in the fourth year
(of Shlomo's reign) in the month of
'Ziv', the second month… he built the
Temple for Hashem." Although this
does not seem significant to most, I
would suggest that there is much to
learn from the dating of the construc-
tion. This is perhaps the only time in the
books of Nach that we get an idea of
the time that lapsed since the Exodus.
How many of us realize that 440 years
went by from when Yehoshua brought
Israel into the land until the reign of
Shlomo HaMelech! The years of the
leadership of the elders and the period
of the Shoftim and the reigns of Sha'ul
and David, spanned 440 years! It

reminds us that David rose to the
throne some 400 years after Yehoshua
entered the Land of Israel!

These numbers are important, as today
we are often impatient with the
redemptive process and wonder why
all of Israel has not yet recognized
Hashem's hand in our history. But we
must understand that Hashem never
asked of any leader to build a Beit
Mikdash - something he told David
HaMelech when he suggested building
it. In fact, when we take a careful look at
Sefer Shmuel Bet (perek 7) we will find
that G-d refuses David's request to
build the Holy Temple for the simple
reason that it was not yet the time.
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Mazal Tov to
Sarah Fishman and family

on the birth of a few
great-grandchildren

in the last month

Old Katamon - new garden apt of 211m,
private garden of 85m + 16m balcony, 
6 rooms, 3 bathrooms, two parking spots,
very attractive price

Rechavia - Attractive price! spacious apt,
4 rooms, 2.5 bathrooms, 170m with 
3 balconies, very spacious master bedroom,
2nd floor, Shabbat elevator, private
parking, storage room

Talbieh - Great deal! - gorgeous 4 room
penthouse, 200m built with 100m of
balconies, view, 4th floor, Shabbat elevator,
storage room, private land. 
Asking $2,380,000 

Shaarei Chessed - Duplex garden apt in a
new bldg, 6 rooms, 3 bath, 207m,
double-height ceilings, high standard
quality finishes. Asking $2,100,000 

Shaarei Chessed - Private house, 240m on
3 main levels and basement, high ceilings,
private entrance, Succah balcony, garden
and 4 air exposures. Asking $2,850,000

German Colony - 203m, 7 room apt., 
3.5 bathrooms, 101m garden, Succah
balcony, 2 private parking and storage

German Colony - astonishing 520m
private villa, 30m balconies, 450m private
garden, swimming pool, built on 4 levels,
divided into 12 rooms, private elevator, 
4 private parking spots and storage room.

Hashem explained to David that he, as
a great warrior, had a more pressing
function: to grant Israel peace and
security from the threats of the
surrounding enemies. We often state
that the Beit HaMikdash could only be
built at a time of peace by a man of
peace. But G-d expressed the same idea
differently. He told David that there
cannot be a Holy Temple until He
knows that His children are safe (see
D'varim 12:10). And to expect that
there would be a great religious revival
when people are struggling to protect
their children from enemy attacks, is
unfair.

The need to have an era of peace
before the Temple could be built was
not simply in order to enhance the
sanctity of the Mikdash. It was to make
sure that the people themselves could
focus upon their relationship with the
Holy One without worrying whether
another attack was imminent. And that
required patience. And that required a
King David. And that required 440
years.

And, I submit, that is precisely what the
Israeli army is doing for us today!

Probing the Prophets, weekly insights into the
Haftara, is written by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler,
author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)
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Parshat T'ruma begs us to ask how is it that
the Master of the World whose glory fills the
entire universe can dwell in a sanctuary so
small that compared to the resplendent
Temples that followed in its wake, it
seemed almost insignificant. So let us recall
what Hashem says of the Mishkan: 

"I will be known to you there (V'NO-AD-TI),
and I will speak with you … concerning all
that I command you [to tell] the Children of
Israel" (Sh'mot 25:22). Thus, not only will the
Sh'china dwell in the Mishkan but also the
Sanctuary will serve as a meeting place
between Hashem and Moshe or, if you will,
as a conduit of communication between the
Almighty and his beloved Chosen people.

The small space of the most holy section of
the Mishkan is where the most intimate
meeting takes place; it is the sanctum
where the "Chatan" and "Kalla", whose
betrothal took place on Har Sinai, find true
knowledge, as is implied in the term
V'NO-AD-TI. Moreover, the Mishkan is the
place where Hashem invites us to "be seen",
three times a year.

And why does Hashem require this of us?
Because as Rav Huna reminds us in the
Talmud: In time, the ecstasy of the marriage
dissipates and the mutual, blissful relation-
ship fades. So what then of the generous
"guests" who donated the magnificent
jewels and the majestic hangings - the
"wedding gifts" - that created the magnifi-
cent Mishkan? Thus, three times year, if not
every day, we are beckoned to restore our
love for Hashem as He, in turn, recalls the
ancient devotion of our youth, our love as a
bride, following Him devotedly through the
barren wilderness (Yirmiyahu 2:2). 

mailto:mpersoff@ouisrael.org
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Why we value
what we make
The behavioural economist Dan Ariely
did a series of experiments on what is
known as the IKEA effect, or "why we
overvalue what we make". The name
comes, of course, from the store that
sells self-assembly furniture. For
practically-challenged people like me,
putting an item of furniture together is
usually like doing a giant jigsaw puzzle
in which various pieces are missing,
and others are in the wrong place. But
in the end, even if the item is
amateurish, we tend to feel a certain
pride in it. We can say, "I made this",
even if someone else designed it,
produced the pieces, and wrote the
instructions. There is, about something
in which we have invested our labour, a
feeling like that expressed in T'hilim
128: "When you eat the fruit of the
labour of your hands, you will be
happy, and it will go well with you." 

Ariely wanted to test the reality and

extent of this added value. So he got
volunteers to make origami models by
elaborate folding of paper. He then
asked them how much they were
prepared to pay to keep their own
model. The average answer was 25
cents. He asked other people in the
vicinity what they would be prepared
to pay. The average answer was five
cents. In other words, people were
prepared to pay five times as much for
something they had made themselves.
His conclusions were: the effort that we
put into something does not just
change the object. It changes us and
the way we evaluate that object. And
the greater the labour, the greater the
love for what we have made. 

This is part of what is happening in the
long sequence about the building of
the Mikdash (Mishkan) that begins in
our parsha and continues, with few
interruptions, to the end of the book.
There is no comparison whatsoever
between the Mishkan - the holy and the
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Holy of Holies - and something as
secular as self-assembly furniture. But
at a human level, there are psycho-
logical parallels. 

The Mishkan was the first thing the
Israelites made in the wilderness, and it
marks a turning point in the Exodus
narrative. Until now God had done all
the work. He had struck Egypt with
plagues. He had taken the people out
to freedom. He had divided the sea and
brought them across on dry land. He
had given them food from heaven and
water from a rock. And, with the
exception of the Song at the Sea, the
people had not appreciated it. They
were ungrateful. They complained.

Now God instructed Moshe to take the
people through a role reversal. Instead
of His doing things for them, He
commanded them to make something
for Him. This was not about God. God
does not need a Sanctuary, a home on
earth, for God is at home everywhere.
As Yeshayahu said in His name:
"Heaven is My throne and the earth My
footstool. What house, then, can you
will build for Me?" (66:1). This was
about humans and their dignity, their
self-respect. 

With an extraordinary act of tzimtzum,
self-limitation, God gave the Israelites
the chance to make something with
their own hands, something they
would value because, collectively, they
had made it. Everyone who was willing

could contribute, from whatever they
had: "gold, silver or bronze, blue, purple
or crimson yarns, fine linen, goat hair,
red-dyed ram skins, fine leather, acacia
wood, oil for the lamp, balsam oils for
the anointing oil and for the fragrant
incense", jewels for the breastplate and
so on. Some gave their labour and
skills. Everyone had the opportunity to
take part: women as well as men, the
people as a whole, not just an elite. 

For the first time God was asking them
not just to follow His pillar of cloud and
fire through the wilderness, or obey His
laws, but to be active: to become
builders and creators. And because it
involved their work, energy and time,
they invested something of themselves,
individually and collectively, in it. To
repeat Ariely's point: We value what we
create. The effort that we put into
something does not just change the
object. It changes us.

Few places in the Torah more
powerfully embody Rabbi Yochanan's
saying that "Wherever you find God's
greatness, there you find His humility."
God was giving the Israelites the
dignity of being able to say, "I helped
build a house for God." The Creator of

http://www.jonathanpollard.org
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the universe was giving His people the
chance to become creators also - not
just of something physical and secular,
but of something profoundly spiritual
and sacred.

Hence the unusual Hebrew word for
contribution, T'RUMA, which means not
just something we give but something
we lift up. The builders of the sanctuary
lifted up their gift to God, and in the
process of lifting, discovered that they
themselves were lifted. God was giving
them the chance to become "His
partners in the work of creation", the
highest characterisation ever given of
the human condition.

This is a life-changing idea. The greatest
gift we can give people is to give them
the chance to create. This is the one gift
that turns the recipient into a giver. It
gives them dignity. It shows that we
trust them, have faith in them, and
believe they are capable of great
things.    

We no longer have a Sanctuary in space
(currently), but we do have Shabbat,
the "sanctuary in time". Recently, a
senior figure in the Church of England
spent Shabbat with us in the Marble
Arch Synagogue. He was with us for the
full 25 hours, from Kabbalat Shabbat to
Havdallah. He prayed with us, learned
with us, ate with us, and sang with us.
"Why are you doing this?" I asked him.
He replied, "One of the greatest gifts

you Jews gave us Christians was the
Sabbath. We are losing it. You are
keeping it. I want to learn from you
how you do it."

The answer is simple. To be sure, it was
God who at the dawn of time made the
seventh day holy. But it was the sages
who, making "a fence around the law",
added many laws, customs and
regulations to protect and preserve its
spirit. Almost every generation contrib-
uted something to the heritage of
Shabbat, if only a new song, or even a
new tune for old words. Not by
accident do we speak of "making
Shabbat". The Jewish people did not
create the day's holiness but they did
co-create its hadrat kodesh, its sacred
beauty. Ariely's point applies here as
well: the greater the effort we put into
something, the greater the love for
what we have made.

Hence the life-changing lesson: if you
want people to value something, get
them to participate in creating it. Give
them a challenge and give them
responsibility. The effort we put into
something does not just change the
object: it changes us. The greater the
labour, the greater the love for what we
have made. ;

http://www.rabbisholomgold.com
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From the Abravanel Jacob Solomon

The construction plans for the
Mishkan open with:

They shall make a sanctuary for
Me, so that I may dwell amongst
them (25:8).

Made according to G-d's instructions
out of the most exquisite and
valuable possessions of the Israelites,
this structure would enable the
Sh'china to embrace the community
at large: "so that I may dwell
amongst them". Rabbeinu Bachya
emphasizes that "dwelling amongst
them" means bringing G-d's
presence to every individual. The
Mikdash was a way, indeed a
medium, for the Sh'china to become
more accessible to all wherever they
may be.  

Abravanel develops a similar
approach. G-d commanded the
building of the Mishkan to serve as a
physical reminder that He would be
with them at all times, and He would
never abandon them. He contrasts
this with cultures whose deities are

mailto:benlevine10@gmail.com
http://www.awesometoursisrael.com
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remote, distant entities that do not
watch closely and interact with
communities and individuals on any
level. 

Abravanel therefore suggests that
the details of the construction of the
Mishkan were to enable Mankind to
join with the Creator in three
different ways.

The first is at the physical level. The
Shulchan - the gold-plated table
bordered with a solid gold crown -
was designed for the neat and
orderly arrangement of twelve
loaves of bread. Gold radiates honor.
Bread, fresh and regularly replaced,
conveys prosperity and material
success. 

The Shulchan took part in an

interaction that fits in with the first of
the three Birkat Kohanim, priestly
blessings (Bamidbar 6:24-6). "May
G-d bless you" with material success,
"and safeguard you" so that
prosperity will promote the honor
represented by the gold and not the
spiritual decline that can follow
over-indulgence. 

The second is at the spiritual level: in
this world. The Menorah - the seven-
branched candelabrum - represents
knowledge, understanding, and wis-
dom. It was shaped out of a single
block of gold to symbolically teach
that all branches of knowledge
should have unity, the unity of Truth.
The S'forno suggests that the three
right branches signify applying the
mind to understanding the environ-
ment and the Creation, and the three
left branches represent applying the
mind to making a living. These six
branches stem from the central shaft
and shine onto that central shaft
(25:27). That is to communicate that
all branches of our activities should
flow from the Truth and should
illuminate the Truth as expressed by
the Torah and its traditions. 
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The Menorah took part in an
interaction that fits in with the
second of the three Birkat Kohanim.
"May He shine His face on you and
favor you" refers to His interacting by
helping us to acquire wisdom.
Indeed, we refer to this every
morning in the Bracha thanking G-d
for His assistance in "teaching Torah
to His People, Israel". As Kohelet
observes: "It is wisdom that makes a
man's face radiate with light"
(Kohelet 8:1).

The third is at the spiritual level: in
the World to Come. The Mizbach
HaKetoret (at the end of the next
Parsha), the inner incense altar,
symbolizes eternity. It was made of
wood and covered in gold (30:1,3).
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Wood is short-lived, transient, as life
itself. But it is living and making the
right choices when alive that
ultimately accesses the precious
eternity indicated by the gold
overlay. Indeed, the Torah connects
the Mizbach HaKetoret with "holy of
holies to G-d" (30:10). It was from
there that Kohen Gadol brought the
Ketoret into the innermost sanctuary
once a year on Yom Kippur.

The Mizbach HaKetoret took part in
an interaction that fits in with the
third of the three Birkat Kohanim.
"May He turn His face towards you
and give you peace" refers to the
eternal peace of the neshama
following "returning to G-d, Who
gave it" (Kohelet 12:7).

Indeed, it is these interactions that
may well be implied in the Amida
when we ask to G-d to restore His full
presence to Zion. n

Megilat Esther -
Where Is G-D?

by Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Dean of Students, Diaspora Yeshiva

The Rambam states in Hilchot Megila
2:18, that all books of the Prophets
and all of the Holy Writings will be
canceled in the Messianic Era except
for Megilat Esther, which will exist
forever like the Torah and the
Talmud.

Ed. note: Some commentaries on the Rambam
say that his statement cannot be taken literally.
There is much that we learn from the books of
Tanach. What he meant was that only Esther will
continue to be read in public. Even accepting this
"less drastic" understanding of the Rambam does
not detract from Rabbi Sprecher's point.
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What's even stranger is that Esther is
the only book in TANACH without
G-d's name in it. Why is the only
book in Holy Scripture (Ketuvim) so
unique that it will be preserved for
eternity even though it does not
contain G-d's name?

The answers are found in Megilat
Esther 3:9, Haman says to Achashvei-
rosh regarding the Jews: "If it please
the king, let it be written that they be
destroyed." The Midrash (Esther
Rabba 7:13) adds: "Achashveirosh
replied: 'You cannot prevail against
them, since their G-d will not entirely
forsake them. See what He did to the
kings who preceded us and who laid
hands upon them… Whoever comes
against them to destroy them… is
wiped out.'"

When Haman persisted, Achashvei-
rosh said to him: "since you are so
insistent, let us consult the wise men
and the magicians." He thereupon
convened all the wise men of the
nations and asked them: "Is it your
desire that we destroy the Jewish
Nation?" They replied that it is too
dangerous because G-d protects His
children, the people of Israel; look
what happened to Pharaoh and
Sancherev.

Haman then told them that G-d is now
old and cannot do anything, since
Nebuchadnetzar has already destroyed
His city and burned His Holy Temple
and exiled Israel and scattered them
among the nations. They then came
around to his opinion and agreed to
destroy Israel, and they wrote letters

and signed them for the Final
Solution.

"There is nothing new under the sun"
(Kohelet 1:9). This Midrash could
have been written today. All we need
to do is substitute Abu Mamzer and
Hamas or Ayatola Kahmeni of Iran
for Haman, and the UN for "all the
wise men of the nations."

It should be noted that "the wise men
of the nations" do not tell Achashvei-
rosh not to destroy the Jews because it
is immoral, only because it is too
dangerous. When Haman tells them
that the Jewish G-d is weak and
unable to protect the Jews, they
immediately agree to kill all of the
Jews.

Perhaps the UN as a body does not
want to destroy the State of Israel, but
there is no question that many of its
members want to harm the State of

mailto:absaffran@gmail.com
http://www.freshcoatpainters.co.il
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Israel if they think they can get away
with it.

Like Haman and Hitler, Arab
terrorists have been trying to destroy
Israel even before there was a Jewish
State in 1948. Who remembers the
Hebron pogrom of 1929? An Arab
mob, incited by Mufti Haj Amin
El-Husseini, massacred Jewish men,
women and children by hacking them
to death. This was way before any
"occupied territories" that Arabs use
to justify their terror against us. With
the help of G-d, we have built a
vibrant and flourishing Jewish State
which is a shining beacon of
democracy in the turmoil of the
murderous civil wars in the Middle
East.
Israel is an oasis of goodness and light
surrounded by a sea of savages and
darkness. We shall persevere despite
all of our enemies' intention to destroy
us because "the Guardian of Israel
neither slumbers nor sleeps" (T'hilim
121:4).
Why will Megilat Esther be read for
all eternity? This is because the
Megila, more than any other book of
TANACH, describes the miraculous
story of the survival of G-d's Eternal
People against all odds.
Thus, the Megila is the only book in
NACH that does not contain G-d's
Name. This is because G-d's hand is
seen in every twist and turn of the
story, demonstrating G-d's Providence
in all aspects of life. The entire story
of Megilat Esther is in fact all about
G-d's Name! u

T'RUMA
My House, and His House
There is a well-known joke that is
told about the Jews which I find
particularly sad. The joke tells of a
group of explorers who find a Jew
who has been stranded on a
desert island for years. As he
takes them around the island and
shows them how he survived, they
find that he built two shuls for
himself. When asked why he
needs two since he is all alone, he
says that one is the one he prays
in, and the other is the one he
would never walk into.

This joke, if you can call it that,
makes a discouraging comment
about some of our people. Some
of us to seem to have a favorite
house in which to worship and
another house which we stub-
bornly shun.

It is true that every Jew needs at
least two houses of worship. But
he must enter both of them. One is
his shul, and the other is his home. 

Jewish worship takes place in the
home to an even greater extent
than in the shul. It is in the home
that we recite Birkat HaMazon,
prayers upon awakening and
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before bedtime, special prayers
before Shabbat candle lighting,
and countless informal prayers
and blessings. 

The shul, on the other hand, is the
place for formal prayer and for
communal worship.

In this week's Torah portion,
T'ruma, we learn of the very first
house of worship: The Mishkan.
We also learn about some of the
furnishings which were essential to
the construction of this house. 

I want to suggest that these
furnishings are not merely of
historical import but are necessary
in both the public shul and the
private home.

The first three components
mentioned in this week's Torah
portion are the Ark, in which the
tablets with the Aseret HaDibrot,
and according to some the entire
Torah, are contained; the holy
Table upon which twelve breads
were placed every Shabbat; and
the golden Menorah, exquisitely
decorated.

These three vessels are also
prominent features of both shul
and home and indeed should be
so.

Like the Mishkan of old, every shul
today has an ark in which the
Torah scrolls, often along with
scrolls of the Prophets and of the
Megilot, are contained.
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Parsha Points to Ponder
by Rabbi Dov Lipman

T'RUMA
B Why does the Torah mention
the word T'RUMA, donation, three
times in consecutive verses
(25:2-3)? After saying it once, it
surely could have referenced it a
second time with IT without saying
T'RUMA again.

C Why does the Torah first refer to
the Mishkan as a MIKDASH (25:8),
and then as MISHKAN 25:9)?

D Why was the Aron simply
covered with gold (see 25:11) and
not made fully of gold, as one
would expect in giving honor to
the vessel which held the Tablets
and the Torah?

Rabbi Lipman  is an educator, author, 
and community activist in Bet Shemesh.

He was a member of the 19th Knesset

ddlipman@gmail.com
The suggested answers are elsewhere

Ponder the questions first, then see further

In our faith, traditional holy texts
are at the core of our worship. The
original holy texts were housed in
the Mishkan's Ark, and later in the
Ark of the Beit HaMikdash in
Jerusalem. So too, in the contem-
porary shul, the holy texts are
central to our worship experience,
and every occupant of the shul
faces those texts as he or she
prays.

Where, you might ask, is the
analog of the Ark in one's private
home? I maintain that the book-
case is the Ark of one's personal
dwelling. Ideally, that bookcase
contains the entire Jewish Bible,
along with essential commentaries
and classic Jewish texts.

So the Ark, which was situated
prominently in the Mishkan, is a
feature of both of our "houses of
worship"; our shul and our home.

So too, with the Table. A wooden
table covered over with a layer of
gold occupied a place of honor in
the Mishkan. The food kept there,
the "show bread" was distributed
to the kohanim on duty every
Shabbat. This table symbolized
divine blessings of sustenance.
Every shul has a bima that is
analogous in many ways to the

table in the Mishkan. The shul's
table is the place from which the
Torah is read and from which

mailto:ddlipman@gmail.com
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God's spiritual nourishment is
shared.

In traditional shuls, this table is not
placed up front, on stage as it
were, for spectators to behold.
Rather, it is placed in the middle of
the shul, among the people. The
message is clear: The table
symbolizes God's spiritual provi-
dence and bounty and as such is
something of which every member
of the congregation should par-
take.

The table in the home, equally
sacred, is the place for physical
nourishment. A beautiful Talmudic
expression has it that "the table is
like an altar." Whereas the Jew of
old expressed his ultimate sense



CHESED FUND
Your generous donations to our Chesed Fund
will help us help over 40 needy individuals and

families who turn to us for help.
Please make checks payable to the
"Chesed Fund" and send them to

Israel Center Chesed Fund
att. Menachem Persoff

POB 37015 / Jerusalem 91370
or leave them at the front desk
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of worship by offering a sacrifice
upon the altar, the contemporary
Jew worships God by sharing the
food on his table with other
individuals.

Again, like the Ark, the table which
glorified the ancient Mishkan
persists as a central feature of
both of our modern houses of
worship, our shuls and our homes.

Finally, the golden Menorah which
beautified the historic Mishkan and
the later Beit HaMikdash. Just
about every shul I ever attended
features a menorah in a very
conspicuous place. And Chanuka
menorot occupy a place of honor
in the Judaic art collections of
even the humblest Jewish home.

There is a symbolism to the
Menorah which is even more apt
when applied to the two houses of
worship we have been discussing.
The Menorah symbolizes light; the
light of wisdom, the light of the
intellect. A central feature of
Judaism is that it is not a mystical
religion based upon blind faith or
irrational emotions. Quite the
contrary. Our faith is largely based
upon reason and is respectful of
the power of the intellect and the
gift of true wisdom. Thus, many
commentators see a connection
between the seven branches of
the Menorah and the seven
classical sciences, or categories of
knowledge. The Torah is pre-
eminently sacred, but other

sources of wisdom are important
and have their place.

So too, in our two houses of
worship. Our shuls must allow for
the expression of knowledge from
all human sources. As Rambam
put it, "We must accept the truth
from wherever it comes." For him,
that meant even from the ancient
Greek philosophers.

Our private homes must be open
to the truths of science, of
literature, and of other cultures.
The intellectual life should not be
seen as threatening to our
religious belief. A life of Torah is
made more sublime when it is
appropriately enriched by the
wisdom of the world.

When some people read this
week's portion, they are frequently
put off by the details of an ancient
religious structure which seems to
have little relevance for their lives.
But by looking a little more deeply,
and with a dose of creative
contemplation, there is much to be
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Monday, FEB 19
Fair begins at 8:00pm
Performances 8:30pm
Minhal Kehilati Har Nof
43 Katzenellenbogen Street
40NIS / 25NIS students
www.tofaah-jewish-music.com

learned from even the most
technical and seemingly outdated
passages of our Torah.

I hope that my suggestions in this
week's column help the reader
connect the Ark, the Table, and
the Menorah of the Mishkan in the
wilderness to the ark, the table
and the menorah of our own shuls.

I hope, too, that the reader can
take the further step and see his or
her own home as a house of
worship and discover, or construct,
arks and the tables and menorot in
the places dearest to us. 

http://www.tofaah-jewish-music.com
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ttRIDDLES
Prizes for TTriddle solutions

World of Jewish Music

Malchei Yisrael 5
 Jerusalem

02-538-8474

Rabbi Akiva 88, Bnei Braq • 03-579-9580
Check out Gal-Paz's large selection of Purim CDs

Previous (Mishpatim) TTriddles:

[1] FPTL: Does this say that a GEIRA
equals 5 agorot?

Not exactly, but it goes like this: ESRIM
GEIRA HASHEKEL, there were 20 GEIRA
to the shekel. This phrase occurs twice
in the Torah - Sh'mot 30:13, beginning
of Ki Tisa, which was read as the Maftir
for Parshat Sh'kalim, hence its perfect
fit as the FPTL TTriddle. Gimatriya: 70+
300+200+10+40 (620) + 3+200+5 (208)
+ 5+300+100+30 (435) = 1263. The
phrase is also in Bamidbar 3:47, in the
context of the mass redemption of the
firstborn surplus over the straight swap
for Leviyim.

If we take the word shekel to mean NIS,
then a GEIRA, being one twentieth of a
shekel, would be the equivalent of 5
agorot.

In addition to reading Parshat Sh'kalim
as a commemoration of the mitzva of
giving the silver half-shekel to the Beit
HaMikdash fund, there is also the
minhag of giving ZEICHER L'MACHATZIT
HASHEKEL on Erev Purim. The basic
custom is to give three half-shekel
coins (or half-dollars, half-pounds, half-
Euros, etc.). An enhanced version of the

custom is to give the value of the
original silver half-shekel. Rav Yoel
Schwartz in his book ADAR UFURIM
writes that the Torah's half of a shekel
b'shekel hakodesh is about 10 grams of
silver. Current price of silver is 53 US
cents per gram, which is $5.30 for the
10g. Which converts to about 18.70å

[2] nabfbx tsr nrcho canjv

In honor of Rosh Chodesh Benching for
Adar, we jumped the gun with this
TTriddle and the next one. They should
have been for this week. With that big
hint, we leave them for you to solve.

[3] uqiayinybibwzghlhai

[4] MazalPic

This was a give-away. People either
knew it already or simply Googled it. 

To quote Wikipedia, ghoti is a creative
respelling of the word fish, used to
illustrate irregularities in English
spelling and pronunciation. 

gh, pronounced f as in enough or
tough;
o, pronounced like the short i, as in
women; and
ti, pronounced sh as in nation or
motion.

Using the same method, ghoti can be a
silent word, with:

gh as in though - silent;
o as in people - silent;
t as in ballet - silent;
i as in business - silent.

Oh, yeah - FISH is the mazal of Adar,
Pisces. Mazal Adar Dagim.  \
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Jerusalem Purim: Friday, 15 Adar • March 2nd

Join us for a catered Seuda - 10:15am - including
Wine, Fun, Friends & Food - Costumes encouraged

Note: The OU Israel Center's Shacharit is 8:00am; Megila not before 9:00am 

PURIM SEUDA for active single olim 60-75

Registration required
by Sunday, Feb 25th
(02) 560-9110
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SCHEDULE NOTES SUNDAY • '` mei MONDAY • 'a mei

4 Shab. Parshat T'ruma
February 17th - 3:45pm

Rabbi Yaakov Moshe Poupko
Esther Unmasked

In the Ganchrow
Beit Midrash...

10:00am
Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld

Bava Kama - 3rd perek
This shiur is in tribute to
Rabbi Fred Hollander z"l

Sun thru Thu • 11:15am
RCA DAF YOMI

Rotating Magidei Shiur
The Daf Yomi shiur

is in tribute to Rabbi

9:00am
Rabbi David Walk

T'hilim - Divine Poetry

Resumes Feb 25th
Mrs. Sylvie Schatz

Feb 18th • 10:00am
Mrs. Shprintzee Rappaport
The Hidden Enemy of the Purim Story

Resumes Feb 25th
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz

Feb 18th • 11:10am
Zemira Ozarowski

Parshat Zachor

12:00 noon
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

KUZARI

9:15am
Mrs. Pearl Borow

Book(let) of YONA

9:30am & 10:30am
Mommy & Me with Jackie
054-533-9305 • correjackie@gmail .com

10:00am
Rabbi Poupko's

Parsha Perspective

10:30am
Rabbi A Goldscheider

on Rav Kook

11:30am (050-415-3239)
Get Fit While You Sit

with Sura Faecher

2:00pm
Yitzchak Botwinick z"l

Su/M/W/Th • 4:30pm
Rabbi Hillel Ruvel

Gemara Shiur

Please note:
Regular shiurim:
25NIS members

30NIS non-mem • 5NIS Life
One-time shiurim and

mini-series 25NIS members
and Life Members

30NIS for non-members
unless otherwise indicated

Discounted zeiqihxk
(punch cards) available at
the front desk and valid

for all shiurim and classes
(as are Courtesy Cards)

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Mishkan: Plan A,B, or both
In memory of Rabbi Sprecher's
mother, d"r wgvi za dwax

see also rabbisprecher.com

8:00pm • no charge
Rabbi Mordechai Machlis

The Book of Shmuel

See

page 60-61
for Video Schedule

and more
programs

at the
OU Israel Center

Rebbitzen Pearl Borow
Women in Tanach

3:00pm
Phil Chernofsky

Mishna, Mitzvot & more

3:00pm
Music with Jackie for children

4:15pm
Rabbi Zev Leff

Pirkei Avot
5:20pm

Pri-Hadash Writing Workshop
Ruth: 02 6287359;  Judy: 054-569-0410

7:30pm
Dorot OU Intergenerational Choir

Directed by Hadassah Jacob
call Sara - 560 9104

mailto:correjackie@gmail.com
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TUESDAY • 'b mei WEDNESDAY • 'c mei THURSDAY • 'd mei

Resumes Feb 27th
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz

9:00am
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

PURIM

9:15am
Mrs. Shira Smiles
Torah Tapestries

10:30am
Mrs. Shprintzee Rappaport
Ramchal's Derech HaShem

10:30am
Parshat HaShavua by
Rabbi Sholom Gold

11:30am T'hilim Group (women)
Rabbi Aaron Ziegler

in winter recess

9:00am
Rabbi Aharon Adler

Rendevous of
Torah & Science

10:15am
Rabbi Anthony Manning
Halachic & Hashkafic Issue
in Contemporary Society

11:30am
Rabbi Ian Pear

NEW SERIES

2:00 & 3:00pm
Rebbetzin Pearl Borow

The Transmission of
Torah via Pirkei Avot

Chumash with M'forshim

Feb 15th
8:45am - 12:45pm

Rosh Chodesh Adar
Women's Learning

Seminar

9:00am
Rabbi Ari Kahn

Parshat HaShavua

resumes Feb 22
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

10:10am
Rabbi Baruch Taub

Thursday the Rabbi gave his Drasha

11:30am - see p.35
Rabbi Shai Finkelstein

Unlocking the Messages in Chazal

Resumes March 13th
Rabbi Nachman Winkler

History is HIS Story

1:45pm
Dr. Deborah Polster

Portuguese Marranos
3:00pm

Knitting Club with Verna

7:00pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler
Rambam: Philosopher & Codifier

7:30pm
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

7:00pm
Rabbi Yonatan Kolatch

Topics in Parshanut

7:30pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

The Meaning and Mission of
the Chosen People: Chosen

from - or - for Whom?

8:00pm - see page 61
Dr. Dan Altura

Exact change 
while you're 

on line
will save everyone

lots of time!

2:15pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

Book of Melachim

2:30pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Current events in
MEGILAT ESTHER
Thank you to Yehuda Lave for

helping to make the shiur a reality

8:00pm
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

Topics in Sho-f'tim

Feb 22 - 8:00pm - no charge

The Joy Club
Rabbi Zelig Pliskin
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for Fertility and Gynecology
in Accordance with Halacha

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem and helps couples from all over the world who are experiencing fertility
problems. Puah offers free counseling in five languages, halachic supervision, and educational programs. Offices in
Jerusalem, New York, Los Angeles, Paris. Contact: (02) 651-5050 (Isr) • 718-336-0603 (US) • www.puahonline.org

TRUE CHANCES
At the recent Annual Rabbinic Confer-
ence of the Puah Institute one of the
speakers mentioned a fascinating recent
Israeli study. 

Women in their 40s went to the doctor
to discuss their fertility situation. When
asked on leaving the doctor's office how
good were their chances of becoming
pregnant, 80% replied that they had a
good chance. This figure seemed quite
high since we know that female fertility
decreases with age and a woman in her
mid-forties has a very low chance of
becoming pregnant with her own eggs.
It is not a zero chance but still very low. 

The researchers could not understand
how these women were so confident
and so they assumed that the doctor
had not provided complete and accurate
information. They then surveyed the
physicians asking them what chances
they had given the women who had
presented in their clinics. The doctors
answered that they had given accurate
and comprehensive information, citing
studies and statistics to support their
claim that there was very small chance
that these women would get pregnant. 

The researchers suggested that this was
due to a particular medical practitioner
or practice. Maybe they did not explain
clearly enough. The researchers sought
other doctors and other clinics to see
whether this affected the results. 

However the same results came back
from all of the practices that they
surveyed. It is possible to assume that
one doctor is not giving the correct
information and is even replying to the
survey inaccurately. But it is highly
unlikely that all of the doctors are in the
wrong or are ineffective in giving over
their message. This also falls into the
statistical significance that suggests
that the doctors were not to blame in
this case. The reason why the women
were overly confident about their situa-
tion must be found somewhere else. 

The reason was that any patient on
hearing the doctor's prediction or
statistics is likely to assume that they
will be in the small, or very small,
number that will be successful. And
herein lies a significant problem with
patient consent. The patient is happy to
agree to undergo a procedure on the
false assumption that it will work. In
other words people hear what they want
to hear. And this is somewhat problem-
atic when dealing with a population
that has a small chance of success and
mistaken confidence that they will get
pregnant. 

In Puah, we counsel couples to under-
stand the truth about their chances and
enable them to make informed
decisions, based on fact and not fanciful
assumptions. 

More on this next week.

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman

http://www.puahonline.org
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from the virtual desk of the
OU VEBBE REBBE
T he Orthodox  Union -  via  i t s websi te  -  f ie lds quest ions of  a l l  t ypes in the  areas of  Kashrut , J ew ish  Law and
V a lues. Som e of  them  are  answered by Ere tz  Hem da, the  Inst i tute  f or A dvanced J ew ish Studies, J e rusa l em ,
headed by R av Yose f  Carm e l  and R av M oshe Ehrenre ich, f ounded by HaR av Shaul  Y israe l i  z t " l , to prepare
rabbanim  and dayanim  to serve  the  Nat iona l  R e l igious com m uni ty in  Israe l  and abroad. A sk the  R abbi  i s a
joint  venture  of  the  OU , Yerusha layim  Network, Ere tz  Hem da... and OU  Israe l ' s T orah T idbi ts.

Tefillin on a 
Semi-Permanent Toupee

Question: My balding at a young age
is having a major effect on my dating and
my self-image. I am considering getting a
toupee that is glued down to the scalp,
which lasts for 3-6 months. Would I have
a problem of a chatzitza (separation from
the body) for my tefillin? 

Answer: The Rashba (Shut III:282)
believes that the laws of chatzitza  do
not apply to the tefillin shel rosh.
However, the accepted opinion is that
chatzitzot are a problem, although
possibly only for the bayit and not the
retzuot (straps) (see Shulchan Aruch
and Rama, Orach Chayim 27:4 and
Mishna Berura 27:16).

Many poskim (including Igrot Moshe,
OC IV:40.18; Aseh Lecha Rav III:3;
Yalkut Yosef, OC 27:14) posit that a
removable toupee is a chatzitza.
However, Rav Moshe posits that
transplanted hair is not a chatzitza
since it is a permanent, desired part of
his body. Furthermore, he writes that
is also true for a permanently glued-on
toupee. Is a toupee that is glued down
for a matter of months a temporary or
permanent appendage to the body?

Matters of chatzitza on appendages
that remain for an extended period are
discussed regarding items such as
removable stitches and temporary
fillings for women going to the mikveh.
In that context, many poskim (see
opinions in Badei Hashulchan 198:179
and The Laws of Nida (Forst), vol. II,
p.313-4) are lenient to allow tevilla. One
of the lenient factors (see Igrot Moshe,
YD I:97) is that the ostensible chatzitza
is something that is specifically needed
for medical reasons for a significant
amount of time. This factor is missing
in our case. However, several poskim
are lenient in a case of aesthetic need
to allow a married woman to have
braces on her teeth (see The Laws of
Nidda ibid.), and that is parallel to our
case. Our case is also better than
braces in that people want to remove
the braces as soon as possible, whereas
you would want to keep the toupee as
long as you can.

There are various opinions regarding
how long the item needs to remain on
the body: six months; a month; a week
(see ibid.). Finally, if, for example, the
required time is a month, then
according to some opinions, the
appendage becomes a chatzitza a
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054-216-0087 • brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com

month before it will be removed;
others say that if it is on for a month,
it is okay until it is removed (see ibid.).
Your situation is better if the toupee is
being removed to be re-glued rather
than replaced. A woman who wants to
follow the stringent opinion can
accordingly synchronize going to the
mikveh and removing the appendage; a
man who has to put on tefillin every
day cannot. 

Let us halachically contrast tevilla and
tefillin. On the one hand, tevilla is
needed to remove a more stringent
halachic matter than tefillin. Also, we
saw an opinion that chatzitza is not a
problem for the tefillin shel rosh. Yet,
in other ways, your case is more
severe. A chatzitza on a minority of the
body (as in the cases above) is no
worse than a Rabbinic disqualification
(Nida 67b). In contrast, the entire area
of the tefillin is covered by a toupee,
and there is thus the potential for a
Torah-level disqualification (see Ran
to Rif, Sukka 13b). Some even argue
that the parameters of chatzitza for
tefillin are broader than for tevilla (see
Rivevot Efrayim III;38), and some
claim that even one's own hair that is
under the tefillin in an unnatural way
is a chatzitza (Machatzit Hashekel
27:4). A toupee should be no better
than that.

In summary, it is likely that the toupee
in question would not be a chatzitza
(and one could make a b'racha on the
tefillin while it is on) as long as it is still
considered desirable. However, we

cannot deny that according to
significant opinions, the mitzva of
tefillin could be compromised. In the
following way a removable toupee has
an advantage. Several poskim allow
one who will be embarrassed to
remove it publicly to put on tefillin at
home without the toupee, say Kri'at
Sh'ma, and then daven in shul with
tefillin on the toupee without a
beracha (Igrot Moshe ibid.; Aseh Lecha
Rav, ibid.)

Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute

Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or Hebrew

contact 'Eretz Hemdah - Gazit' Rabbinical
Court: 077-215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626

beitdin@eretzhemdah.org

mailto:brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com
mailto:info@eretzhemdah.org
mailto:beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
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T'RUMA

To rah Tidbits is lo o king fo r 
vo lunteers to  help transpo rt
TT fro m Jerusalem o r o ther
distributio n po ints to
Giv'at Sh'muel • Tel Aviv • Raanana

Even Shmuel • Zichron Yaakov
If yo u can help, even o ne week, please
call To ni at 05 05 -772-111. Thank yo u.

K'ruvim - Cherubs
Sweet little baby-faced children are
often called cherubs (the rabbis
suggest that the cherubim had the
form of children: Chagiga 13b).

The name “cherub” derives from the
Torah and because of the difficulty of
its etymology, countless commen-
taries have tried to explain what the
word really means (Sh'mot 25:18).

Because they had wings (verse 20),
Josephus thinks the cherubim were
flying creatures, and since God rides
upon the cherubim (T'hilim 18:11),
they might be a symbol that the
Divine message permeates the
universe (T'hilim 19:5) and His
Presence is manifest everywhere in
Creation.

The Torah itself is not so much
concerned about whether the
cherubim fly with their wings but
how their outstretched wings provide
protection. They are a symbol of how
God is a covering shelter for His world

and its people (T'hilim 80:2).

Don’t make the mistake of thinking
they were idols; they are poetical,
metaphorical and symbolic.

Volunteering
Sh’mot 25 begins with a philosophy
of philanthropy: “You shall accept
gifts from any person whose heart so
moves them”.

Fundraising these days is far more
complex. The motivations for giving
involve all kinds of actual or implicit
duress. It’s not an ordinary period of
history and because the needs are so
urgent one has to be more flexible in
regard to the motivation of giving.

But the best type of gift is still that
which one gives because one wants
to.

Not only money. Volunteering has
many forms. Personal support and
service are indispensable.

It’s not only our money that today’s
causes require but our time and
talents.

Rabbi Apple served for 32 years as the chief minister
of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, Australia's oldest
and most prestigious congregation. He was
Australia's highest profile rabbi and held many public
roles. He is now retired and lives in Jerusalem. Rabbi
Apple is president of the RCA Israel Region. He blogs
at www.oztorah.com

http://www.oztorah.com


www.gabairealestate.com
GREEK COLONY, Rabbi Chisda - Extremely
rare, 4 bedroom apartment, 2 full bathrooms,
succah balcony, second floor, around the corner
from Emek Refaim. All for under 2,000,000NIS

SAIDOFF - over 130m, 3 spacious bedrooms,
large living area, upgraded kitchen, 21st floor,
exceptional views. Succah balcony, storage and
parking. Pool, gym, 24 hr guard, shul in building,
walking distance to Shaarei Chesed, Nachlaot and
the Kotel,

NACHALAT ACHIM, Ibn Sapir - New building,
parking, storage, Shabbat elevator, succah
balcony with a breathtaking view, 3 bedrooms
including one en suite. 

TALBIYEH, Jabotinsky PRIVATE LAND
- renovated, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, large
living/dining room area, central a/c and heat.
Street parking. Asking 4,200,000NIS

EFRAT - BRAND NEW COTTAGE with over
200m in the popular Village project. Upgraded 5
bedroom property plus basement and parking.
Large outside space, great view, perfect family
home. Asking 2,900,000NIS

EFRAT, Pitom HaKetoret - Semi attached cottage,
over 260m of abundant living space, 6 bedrooms.
Plenty of outside space including 50m succah
balcony and a gorgeous view. Asking 3,580,000NIS

ZAYIT, Efrat - Spectacular semi attached family
house! Approx 470m, large living areas, terrific
eat-in kitchen, great backyard for the kids to run
around in, separate rental unit and office, spacious
“American” style bedrooms, insulation.
exceptional layout, Most pop. new neighborhood
in Efrat. 

OLD KATAMON/K. SHMUEL, NILI - Luxurious
modern building, with parking, Shabbat elevator
and storage room. Beautifully designed 
3 bedroom, 2 full bathroom apartment with a
succah balcony. A rare find for the area.

                                    
Yaniv Gabbay                         Elia Gabai
052-614-1442                    052-862-9208
yaniv@gabairealestate.com • eliagabai@gmail.com
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Guest article
by Rabbi David Walk

Hooray for Adar
So, I'm bracing for my first Adar back
in Israel after a 16-year hiatus in the
Diaspora. Adar/Purim are very
different here in the Holy Land than
overseas. Even in the really Jewish
enclaves outside Israel, it's not the
same. Out there, people may get
drunk, have lavish parties, send nifty
packages to friends, etc., but here
Purim lasts 15 days. From Rosh
Chodesh on, there are parties, dress
ups, and fairs all the time. The
schools do it, youth groups do it, and
families, too. There are kids who
wear a different costume daily from
Rosh Chodesh to Purim; one of my
daughters even dressed up our dog
a few days. It's truly remarkable. The
energy levels are amazing. But why?
What switch was flipped on Rosh
Chodesh which precipitated this
frenzy? Let's explore a few options.

The most obvious place to start in
the statement towards the end of
Tractate Ta'anit: Just as the Mishneh
demands that when we enter the
month of Av we should diminish all
manifestations of joy, so as we enter
Adar, we should increase our joy.
There is no tradition about Adar; it is
a logical corollary to the ancient
custom concerning Av. We under-
stand that our Sages demanded that

http://www.gabairealestate.com
mailto:yaniv@gabairealestate.com
mailto:eliagabai@gmail.com
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we mentally and spiritually prepare
ourselves for Tisha b'Av by begin-
ning the process of mourning at the
outset of the month. What moti-
vated them, though, to reason that
the month of joy should be Adar?
Why not Nissan with Pesach, or Sivan
with Shavuot? 

Rashi actually suggests that Pesach is
the true object of all the joy, and the
redemption of Purim is just a
precursor to the greater redemption
from Egypt. This opinion would
leave us all exhausted, and many of
those who clean and prepare for
Pesach might feel left out of the
celebration after Purim.

Rav Yehuda Amital z"l of Yeshivat
Har Etziyon taught that the greatest

sin of Amalek is contained in the
word karcha - this word appears in
the section read on parshat Zachor
(D'varim 25:18) and means 'who
happened upon you'. The whole
point of Amalek's attack on Judaism,
including Haman's, is that the uni-
verse has no plan. There is no plan,
no rhyme nor reason. Our great joy
comes from the understanding that
the continued existence of the
Jewish people proves to us that this
is part of God's great strategy for the
cosmos. Through the Purim events
we understand that even natural
occurrences are guided by God's
invisible hand. We can see God in a
beautiful sunset, as well as at the
splitting of the Sea. This position, of
course, connects the destruction of
Amalek to the joy of Adar.

Another approach which makes a lot
of sense to me because it juxtaposes
the experience of Av with that of
Adar, and remember the joy of Adar
was derived logically from the
sorrow of Av. The idea here is that
the terrible devastations visited
upon the Jews on Tisha b'av (both
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Rabbi Kahana's articles www.nachmankahana.com

Temples destroyed, the fall of Beitar,
signaling the utter failure of the Bat
Kochba revolt, etc.) resulted from the
Jews' abandoning the Torah and its
principles. However, at Purim the
Jews voluntarily and joyously reac-
cepted the Torah. According to the
Talmud in Tractate Shabbat (88a) the
Jews were compelled to accept the
Torah at Mt Sinai, and only accepted

it willingly at the end of the Megila. It
says kimu v'kiblu (they fulfilled and
they accepted, Esther 9:27) which
the Sages expanded to mean that
they were willing to fulfill that which
they had already accepted. There-
fore, it makes sense that the joy of
Purim is connected to our love of
Torah, just as the sadness of Av
resulted from our neglect of the

http://www.nachmankahana.com
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Torah.

But this year, the opinion which
appeals to me the most is one which
I had never seen before. It comes
from the wonderful Yeshivat Har
Etziyon web site and was written by
Rav Eliyahu Blumenzweig. But I must
give a bit of an introduction before I
quote from Rav Blumenzweig. In the
musaf service for Rosh Chodesh,
there is a paragraph which lists
blessings for the new month. In
non-leap years, there are twelve
good wishes for the new month, and
the custom has developed that the
congregation responds 'Amen!' after
each two of them, during the
repetition of the musaf. The
thirteenth for a leap year is a topic
for another time, perhaps a leap
year. The understanding of most is
that these twelve blessings
correspond to the twelve months.
The first in the list is tova
('goodness') which relates to the first
month of the Hebrew year which is
Nissan. The last in the list is slichat
avon (forgiveness of iniquity) and
that lines up with the last month of
the year, namely our month of Adar.
So that the greatest blessing which
emerges from the month of Adar is
forgiveness, at the turning of the
year we beg for forgiveness and God
grants it. Now we're ready for Rav

Blumenzweig.

Rav Blumenzweig wrote: This is the
simcha that fills the heart in the
month of Adar... It becomes clear
that we are in the midst of a process
of revealing the good and eliminat-
ing the bad, and this awakens in us a
strong desire to integrate ourselves
into a world which is all good... This
form of repentance is the imperative
of Adar. Unlike repentance out of
fear, repentance out of love does not
conquer man's actions, feelings and
views in a slow and calm process.
Rather, the love is in the nature of a
spiritual revolution. Yasher Ko'ach!

The joy of Adar is found in its
essence as a perfect time for
reflection of the year winding down
and acceptance of a new commit-
ment to Torah, mitzvot and good-
ness. This usually melancholy task is
infused with joy and love because of
the salvation from imminent
disaster. Combining the celebration
of redemption with the commitment
to improve is a marvelous catalyst
for joy.  May it be a Chodesh of
sublime joy.
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Teachings of the Maharal

Visiting the Sick
Netiv Gemilut Chasadim 4:129 - It
once occurred that a student of
Rabbi Akiva fell ill but the sages
failed to visit him. Rabbi Akiva came
to him, and because he came and
lay down before him, the student
lived and said "you have given me
life." Rabbi Akiva then expounded
that anyone who fails to visit the
sick, it is as if he spills blood. When
Rav Dimi came, he explained that
anyone who visits the sick causes
him to live, and failing to do so
causes him to die. If we would say
that to visit him results in asking for
mercy that he live, while not visiting
results in asking for mercy that he
die. Could this be? Rather, not
visiting results in indifference, not
asking for mercy at all [Nedarim
39b]. Visiting the sick implies
seeking mercy for him, but to stay
home and ask for mercy is not
nearly as effective.

Rav Yehuda said in the name of
Shmuel that the one who visits the
sick is saved from Gehinom, as it is
said, "Praiseworthy is he who
contemplates the needy, on the day
of evil Hashem will save him"
[T'hilim 41:2], and needy means sick,
as it is said. "Why is the prince
needy [sick]" [Shmuel Bet 13:4], and
evil means Gehinom, as it says,
"Everything Hashem made is for His
sake, even the evildoer for the day
of retribution [Mishlei 16:4]. What is
the reward of the visitor in this
world? Hashem will guard him from
the evil inclination and give him life.

The visitor is not rewarded with
being saved from death for no man
is saved from death, but he is saved
from the main point of death, which
is Gehinom.  

The sick person receives a four-fold
blessing - 1) freedom from the rule of
the evil inclination, 2) enjoyment of
the visit, which lessens his suffering,
3) honor to the sick person, and 4)
friendship, for his friends would visit
even if he were not sick.

Column prepared by Dr. Moshe Kuhr

mailto:ABLE.Shelli@gmail.com
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Reprinted from

Rabbi Wein's
Weekly
Blog

It seems that building campaigns are
built into the DNA of the Jewish
people from time immemorial.
Beginning with this week's Torah
reading and continuing for the next
number of weeks, we will be
informed of the contributions of the
Jewish people to the construction of
the Mishkan and to the exquisite
details regarding the construction of
that building and of its holy artifacts.

Throughout Jewish history a central
building of prayer, worship and
devotion has always been at the
center of Jewish society and
thought. Both the first and second
Temples were the center of Jewish
life during their centuries of exis-
tence. And throughout the long exile
of the Jewish people, after the
destruction of the Second Temple,
the longing to restore the Temple
and have it built once again has
never wavered.

Yet, it must be admitted and
recognized that most of Jewish
history, over the past millennia, has
taken place without such a Temple
and its physical representations
present in the actuality of Jewish
living. The Jewish people substituted
shuls large and small, study of Torah

and community organizations for
the lack of the central building of the
Temple in Jerusalem.

We created miniature sanctuaries
that carried us through very dark
times and enormous challenges. This
remarkable accomplishment of sub-
stitution for what seemed to be the
central base of Judaism and the
Jewish people is a prime example of
the resiliency of the Jewish people
and of the benevolent hand of God,
so to speak, to help guide and
preserve us against all odds.

The landscape of the world will
reveal that in almost every corner of
the globe there were or still are
active shuls built by the Jewish
people. Their styles of architecture
certainly differ as do the materials

mailto:nachum@jewishdestiny.com
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from which they were or are built.
Nevertheless, they are all bound
together in facing Jerusalem and
preserving the holy traditions of
prayer and services to God and
humans. All attempts to change the
form and nature of these shuls were
only temporary and fleeting.

The rhythm of centuries and of the
mysterious but omnipresent ethos of
holiness that these shuls still contain,
have remained the rock of the
civilization of Judaism and the
Jewish people. All of these buildings
were built by love and sacrifice,
vision and hope, sweat and tears.
The commandment that appears in
this week's Torah reading to “make
for Me a dedicated sanctuary” was
not limited to the generation of
Moshe and those who wandered in
the wilderness of the desert of Sinai.

That call has echoed throughout
Jewish history in every time and
place where Jews settled or even
visited. From the grandeur of the
shuls of  Amsterdam to the small
huts of the Ukraine and Lithuania,
even to the basements of homes in
the suburbs of the major cities of the
United States, Jews have always
constructed and dedicated their
houses of worship and made them
centerpieces of their personal and
communal life. This is one of the
many miraculous events that mark
the Jewish story throughout history.


http://www.jerusalem-management.com
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Parsha Points to Ponder
Suggested answers

B The Kli Yakar teaches that these
donations were to atone for the sin
of the Golden Calf, and that the
repetition teaches that three
different donations were required:
one for the sin referring to the calf
as a god, one for offering sacrifices
to the calf, and a third for donating
their own jewelry to the creation of
the calf.

C The Ohr HaChayim explains
that the command to make a
MIKDASH does not refer specific-
ally to the Mishkan. It is a general
command to construct a resting
place for G-D's presence, which can
be in different forms depending on
the generation. Then the following
verse specifies what they should
build in their generation in the
desert: a MISHKAN.

D The Da'at Zekainim MiBaalei
HaTosfot answer that since the
Aron was carried on the shoulders
of the Leviyim, G-D didn't want it to
be too heavy for them. Therefore
just the outside was gold, and the
inside was made of wood which
was much lighter.

70 PERSPECTIVES
BUT ONLY ONE TORAH

by Dr. Meir Tamari  

WHAT KIND OF HOUSE
CAN YOU BUILD FOR ME?
"They shall make Me a sanctuary; that
I may dwell in their midst" (Sh'mot
25:8). The Mishkan and its vessels
were meant to inplant the Sh'china in
the hearts and minds of Israel. They
come to serve, as it were, as a meeting
place between the nation and Hashem.
"Thereby they would constantly be
aware of Divine Providence and
Protection. Humans are bodily with
material and physical needs so they
think that He who has no body or
material form cannot be aware of their
desires and needs. Likewise they think
that He does not see and know all their
actions and deeds, and therefore does
not reward or punish them. The
Mishkan was therefore needed to show
Israel that He was always close by,
cognizant and protective of them; a
personal G-d as well as an All
Powerful G-d" (Abarbanel).

The Aron teaches Israel that Torah, its
study and observance are the sole aim
and value of Mankind as well as the
secret of all their successes and
achievements. "Human wisdom can
teach us what is good or bad, right or
wrong but it cannot educate us to
refrain from doing evil; that is
something only Torah wisdom can do"
(Shem MiShmuel). Therefore, making
the Aron to house it was commanded,
even before the Mishkan itself.

Then follow the instructions about the
Shulchan and Lechem HaPanim,
symbols of material wealth and
activity, and the Menorah, symbol of
spirituality and intellectualism. They
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come to teach that riches and
successes, whether they be material or
spiritual, have but one source. That
source is solely the Aron-Torah and all
that it entails and means. It is
instructive that each of these have a
golden frieze or fence which would
show that all the activities relating to
them and the time allotted to them,
should be limited.

The commandment to make the
Mishkan itself included its coverings,
staves and curtains. They involve
farming and agricultural husbandry as
well as all the crafts, technical skills
and artisans that men and women need
and use. They represent wealth creation
and economic assets and their
accumulation but also the power and
honor that men desire and seek.
Therefore the Mishkan came after the
Aron, Shulchan and the Menorah, so
that Israel may learn to love Hashem
with all their possessions, B'CHOL
M'ODECHA. Without the wisdom and
spiritual plenty that come from that
love, pursuit of material things
becomes the whole purpose of life.
Then people consider them as the
primary aim and essence of life. In the
headlong rush after the pleasures and
material things in life there will be a
distancing from Hashem and thereby
also from His Providence and material
blessings. 

The same idea of actions and thoughts
which bring people to distance
themselves from Hashem is contained
in the MIZBACH HA-OLA and the
RESHET which represent the necessity
of overcoming or destroying the desires
and lusts of men and women for

material things and physical pleasures.
Thereby we can minimize if not pre-
vent, the same distancing from Hashem
through the pursuit of materialism. 

The Midrash teaches that the instruc-
tions about the Mishkan were given
after Cheit HaEigel, in contradiction to
the sequence of the parshiot. The
Zohar, however, teaches that they were
given before the sin, as it is written in
the Torah. Both agree that the
outpouring of great love and devotion
expressed by the free-will gifts which
Israel brought to the building of the
Mishkan, gave the inanimate materials
of the Mishkan their spiritual qualities.
They disagree however, on what
prompted this love and their discussion
is based on two different views of the
purpose of the Mishkan.
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The Midrash teaches that remorse and
shame following Cheit HaEigel
together with their subsequent forgive-
ness, overwhelmed Israel. Therefore,
they brought the gifts as atonement;
without the sin, there would have been
no purpose for the instructions of
bringing them. However, according to
the Zohar, Israel was so elevated and
filled with holiness by Matan Torah
that their hearts overflowed with
spirituality. The gifts they brought to
the Mishkan expressed that overflow
and the instructions were a reward for
that love. After the Eigel, the Mishkan
acquired in addition to its original role
of meeting place, that of atonement for
sin. 
"There are many different levels of
holiness; for instance although Shabbat,
Rosh Chodesh, Mo'adim, Chanuka and

Purim all have holiness, yet they differ
widely from each other. So too, there
were different levels of holiness in the
Mishkan At the highest level, gold,
silver, wood and skin could have lost
their material form and gained
spirituality. However, this opportunity
was lost when Israel sinned with the
Eigel. They will regain that form at the
time of the Third Beit HaMikdash and
the same could have happened with the
Mishkan" (Shem MiShmuel).

All the parshiot from T'ruma until
Acharei Mot deal with the Mishkan,
Kohanim and Leviyim, ritual, tuma and
purification. We should remember,
however, that these parshiot are
anchored between Mishpatim and
K'doshim, between justice and moral-
ity, between legalism and sanctity. w
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Mazal Tov to
Ranit & Ariel Kotler

on the birth of their daughter
and to the Gamliel and Kotler families

CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

Today we live in a topsy turvy world.
For centuries our bitterest blood rivals
were the Christians. Many saw the
establishment of the State as a slap in the
face to the Christian dogma. Rav
Soloveichik points out in Kol Dodi
Dofek: "all the claims of Christian
theologians that God deprived the Jewish
people of its rights in the land of Israel,
and that all the biblical promises… refer,
in an allegorical sense, to Christianity…
have been publicly refuted by the
establishment of the State of Israel and
have been exposed as falsehoods."

Today it seems that there are more
Christian Evangelicals wanting to bring
Jews to the Holy Land then there are
Jews yearning to go up to Eretz Yisrael.

This new approach is clearly evident in
an interesting story retold by Rav
Yitzchak David Grossman, the founder
of the Migdal Ohr Institutions in Migdal
Ha'Emek. Rav Grossman described an
unusual encounter he had with an older
couple, while flying out to the U.S. on a
fund-raising trip. Before he set out, Rav
Grossman had suddenly fallen ill, and
therefore thought of cancelling the flight.
It was suggested that he up-grade his
ticket to the more comfortable first class,
and upon being told that he could do so
by using his travel points without
additional expense, he agreed. Arriving
at his seat he found himself sitting next
to an elderly English speaking couple.
Rav Grossman impulsively introduced
himself and spoke about his educational

institutions for disadvantaged youth. The
couple showed interest in his story, but at
some point in their conversation Rav
Grossman mistakenly pressed a button
on the man's seat causing the chair to
shoot up with a jolt. Feeling terribly
awkward, Rav Grossman began
apologizing profusely, instinctively
decided to kiss the man on his forehead
and abruptly return to his seat. A few
moments later, the man tapped him on
the shoulder and said: "Rabbi, I have not
yet introduced myself, I am Reverend
John Hagee of Texas, and a good friend
of Israel. Each year I come to visit and
spend time with my good friend Bibi
Netanyahu. My mission on this current
trip was to distribute funds for
disadvantaged youth. No suggestion,
however, seemed to be in line with what
I had in mind, and consequently I am
returning home today with the funds
which I thought to distribute on a future
trip. This morning, as I was leaving for
the airport I vowed that the next person
who makes an appropriate proposal for
these funds, who would kiss me on the
forehead indicating that this was a sign
from the Almighty, would receive the
funds." Right there on the spot the
Reverend made out a check in six figures
to finish construction of the girls' high
school dorm."

Clearly the Reverend thought that the
events proved that this was the will of
the Lord. Yet, what did Rav Grossman
think? Did he also assume this was the
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Mazal Tov to
Matan Kotler and Naama Juran

and their families
upon their engagement

Mazal Tov to
Leora & Shmuel Jacobs

on the birth of their daughter
and to the Kotler and Jacobs families

will of Hashem? Is there any Halakhic
problem in accepting such a gift?

Over the past years many Gedolim -
from different camps - such as Rav
Yosef Shalom Elyashiv zt"l, Rav
Avraham Shapira zt"l and Rav
Mordechai Eliyahu zt"l have publicly
proclaimed their view that accepting
funds from Christian groups should be
prohibited and even seen as a Chilul
Hashem.

The ruling of these rabbis is clearly based
on the words of the Talmud (Bava Batra
8a,10a) where we find the following
description. On a number of different
occasions the mother of the Persian King
sent large sums of money to various
Rabbis with the request that they give the
money out to the poor. Rav Ami refused
to accept the money from the messenger,
while Rava accepted the money
explaining that he was doing so only
because one is obligated to maintain
peace with the ruling authorities.

Without fully delving into Rabbi
Grossman's justification for accepting
the Reverend's gift, I would like to turn
to our Parsha.

The parsha begins with Hashem saying
to Moshe: "Speak unto the children of
Israel that they bring an offering (a
T'RUMA). From any person whose heart
impels him to give, you shall take my
offering".

The Torah's wording: MEI-EIT KOL
ISH - from any person - raises the

question: Does this verse wish to include
possible contributions made by non-Jews
who feel impelled to take part as well?
The Midrash HaGadol says "Speak to the
children of Israel" from which we learn
that T'RUMA is to be taken from the
Bnei Yisrael and that non-Jews do not
bring t'ruma."

The Rambam in Hilchot Sh'kalim 4:8
states that this Halacha can be derived
from the Book of Ezra. In the fourth
chapter of Sefer Ezra we find that when
the adversaries of Yehuda and Binyamin
heard that the B'nei HaGola were
building a temple to Hashem, they came
to Zerubavel and the Jewish leaders: "Let
us build with you for we seek your G-d",
they said. "Lo Lachem V'Lanu Livnot
Bayit Leilokeinu"- was the clear reply
they received: "It is not for you and us to
build together a house for our G-d. The
Jewish people alone must build the
Divine abode by themselves."

As we see from the story of Ezra, Ein
Chadash Tachat HaShemesh! (There is
nothing new under the Sun.) The return
of Jews to their land has historically
inspired the gentiles around us, leading
them to wish to take part as well. 

Lo Lachem V'Lanu Livnot - means that
it is our responsibility not theirs! We see
and hear the Christian Zionists but where
are the Jewish Zionists? 

You are wanted here! Your reward will
be both Olam Hazeh & Olam Habah!

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh
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Torah MiTzion was established with the goal of strengthening Jewish communities around the globe. 
Over the past twenty two years Torah MiTzion's shlichim have inspired and enriched their host communities 
through a network of Religious Zionist Kollels. These Divrei Torah originally appeared in Torah Mitzion's 
weekly publication, Shabbat MiTzion

An Altar of Earth and an Altar of Gold - 
Two Approaches in the Service of God by Itzik Amar

The commandment to construct the
Mishkan and its vessels is not the first
encounter we have with the world of
sacrificial service of God. Already at the
close of Parshat Yitro the Torah states:
“And God said to Moshe: ‘Thus shall
you say to Bnei Yisra’el, “You have seen
that I spoke to you from the heavens.
Do not make (a representation) of Me;
do not make silver or gold gods for
yourselves. Make an earthen altar for
Me whereupon you may offer your
burnt sacrifices, your peace sacrifices,
your sheep and your cattle. Wherever I
allow My name to be mentioned I will
come to you and bless you. When you
build a stone altar for Me, do not build
it out of hewn stone; your sword will
have been lifted against it and thus you
will have profaned it. Do not ascend My
altar by means of steps, so that your
nakedness not be revealed on it”
(Sh'mot 20:19-23).

These verses raise the following ques-
tions:

• While Parshat T'ruma discusses an
altar as part of the Mishkan’s structure,
in Parshat Yitro we read of an altar that
is not a component of an established
place of prayer. This altar, it seems, is
not bound by any specific place or
religious framework, and may be
erected anywhere.

• Parshat Yitro discusses an altar that is
to be constructed from earth or stones -
as long as the stones have not been
hewn by the sword. Parshat T'ruma,
however, describes an altar of wood
and copper.

• Parshat Yitro makes no mention of
who is to serve at this altar - leading us
to conclude that anyone may utilize
this altar for his own personal sacrifices.
Parshat T'ruma discusses the entire
Mishkan, which is the sole territory of
the kohanim.              cont. p.62
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Dr. Maurice E. Joseph Jewish Video Program
NO CHARGE • Check each day for start time and location

MON Feb 19th - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 2 hrs • English w/Eng. subtitles
The Book Thief - A simple German family hides a young Jew in
their home. Their daughter bonds with him through challenges and
close calls. Beautiful, unforgettable story! Grabs your heart from
opening scene and doesn’t let go. Magnificent film! A work of art!

TUE Feb 20th - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 2 hrs total
Out of Spain - Jerusalem Which Was In Sepharad
REPEAT SHOWING, by popular demand - Comprehensive,
outstanding documentary on Sephardi Jewry - Journey through
Spain with Yitzhak Navon, fifth President of Israel - “magical and
fascinating tapestry of Jews of old which still pervades today”; 
Part 1 - The Spanish Connection - and part 2 The Golden Age

WED Feb 21st - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 1½ hrs • Hebrew w/subtitles
A Tale of Love and Darkness - FIRST TIME SHOWING -
Yerushalayim 1948. The birth of the State and the war as well as his
family’s crises through the eyes of a boy. Film of popular memoir.
Written, directed by and starring Yerushalayim’s own Natalie
Portman, 2018 Genesis Prize Laureate. Elegant, elegiac, deeply
moving portrayal of a family in extremis

NCSY's  Honor Society Annual Israel Dessert Reception

at the OU Israel Center SUN, Feb 18th • 8:00pm
Honoring our 2018 Israel Awardees

Dvorah & Ben Gasner
140å per person • LAST CALL • (02) 560-9125
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SHIUR SPONSORS
Rabbi Breitowitz's Sunday shiur

sponsored by Mel David
in Gratitude to Hashem for the

many blessings he has been given

Mrs. Smiles's shiur (Tue Feb 13)
sponsored by Sara Berelowitz
on the engagement of her son

Yoel Sterman to Daniella Vishnitzki
!aeh lfn

To sponsor a shiur,
call Chana (02) 560-9100  ext. 152

WED February 21st - 8:00pm

The Last Few Steps
Before the Final Geula

by Dr. Dan Altura
Totally new material based on

research done in 2017, incl. the latest
trends in Jewish demographics and

recognition of Yerushalaim
Dedicated to my son-in-law,

Aryeh Kupinsky HY"D

Gemach - Free Loan Society
The Israel Center and the Old City Free Loan Association

providing interest-free loans for people in
financial distress (living in the J'lem area).

Interviews at the Center • Bring ID
Tuesdays 10-12 and 19-20:15

TAANIT ESTHER (WED Feb 28th)
Begins - 4:56am • ends - 6:03pm (J'm)

3:45pm
Shiur by Rabbi Sprecher

Esther's Dilemma - Salvation thru SIN?

5:00pm
Slow-paced Mincha

Mini-shiur, Maariv (6:00), refreshments

LEIL PURIM (THU Mar1)
6:05pm Maariv

6:25pm
Megila read by Gadi Segal

PURIM DAY (FRI Mar 2)
8:00pm Shacharit

Megila read by Yehuda Novetsky
not before 9:00am

Purim Seuda for Singles 60-75 yrs
See page 34

Zeicher L'Machatzit HaShekel
We will be collecting on Taanit Esther

and before Megila readings

MATANOT LA'EVYONIM
We will be your agents for this mitzva

Monies will be distributed to needy
people on Purim day

Please note: Torah Tidbits will be ready
IYH on Tuesday (one day early)

Deadline for submissions: Sun. Feb 25
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Mazal Tov to
Pearl & Rabbi Aaron Borow
and family on the birth of a

great-granddaughter

• Parshat Yitro omits all mention of gold
and silver, focusing on an altar of earth
or stone - possibly implying that an
altar constructed of precious metals is
undesirable. The Mishkan, however, is
replete with items of gold and silver.

In order to answer these issues we must
understand the essential difference
between these parashiyot. The yearn-
ing to serve God can burst forth from
the individual who has a strong desire
to come in contact with his Creator - to
offer thanks or praise, or to make a
request. We witness this in the offerings
offered by Kayin and Hevel, No'ach on
exiting the ark, and our forefathers
when they offered thanks to God at the
various junctions of their lives.

This service of God stems from the
person himself, it is unrestricted by
place or time. As this is the personal
spiritual experience of the individual
Jew, it is not subject to the limitations
requiring the involvement of the
kohanim and leviyim. The value of this
service can be found in its sincere,
authentic origins - for it results from the
deep convictions and lofty desires of
the individual who approaches God of
his own will and not as a result of an
obligation to pray or serve God.

However, this avenue of service of God
holds within it a great danger - for this
may lead to idolatry. If one believes
that he may serve God by simply
offering “gifts” in order to please God,
he may understand that the more
lavish the gift the more effectual it will
be. Thus, he will seek to beautify his
altar - adorning it with gold and silver,

and of course, he will seek to offer only
the most costly sacrifices. This will
ultimately distort his entire service of
God, placing him, man, in the center.
He will serve his own pride as he
attempts to outdo himself, placing
immense importance in the physical
value of the objects he utilizes in his
service of God.

Parshat T'ruma does not deal with the
individual in his service of God. The
essence of the Mishkan is defined in the
very opening of the parsha: “And you
shall make Me a sanctuary so that I shall
dwell amongst you” (25:8). The
complex structure of the Mishkan befits
the House of God, and if it is construc-
ted and treated as prescribed in the
Torah, the Divine Presence will rest
upon the Mishkan and the entire
nation. The commandment to build the
Mishkan - in all its fine detail - is a
Divine decree that is difficult for us to
comprehend. We have no way of
understanding how it is that certain
vessels, constructed of certain mate-
rials, all of precise measure as dictated
by the Torah, facilitate God’s revelation
to His nation. Furthermore, how are we
to understand that God speaks specific-
ally from between the two cherubs of
gold that adorn the ark? The Mishkan is
the physical location of God’s revela-
tion on this earth, which is the direct
continuation of God’s revelation on
Mount Sinai.
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Rechavia studio              House calls available

These two parshiyot, Yitro and T'ruma,
stand in sharp contrast to each other
for they each express a unique mode of
service of God. Parshat Yitro deals with
the very personal experience of one
who cleaves to God as a result of his
own deep conviction and yearning for
the spiritual encounter. Parshat T'ruma,
on the other hand, describes the
institutionalized service of God as a
necessary result of God’s revelation to
man and His continued manifestation
on this earth. (As God spoke through
the fire on Mount Sinai, so He speaks
from amidst the golden cherubs.)

These approaches are quite different in
nature - for their motivating factors are
so diverse - hence the disparity
between Parshat Yitro and Parshat
T'ruma. 



U.S. based Life Insurance for
Israel residents with minimal hassle

Lower premiums • more benefits
Underwriting requirements will need to be completed in the U.S.

Call for a FREE quote
054-227-0863 • US: 917-559-1828

donnyfein@gmail.com • www.dflifeinsurance.com

www.sossingroup.com

Upper-left: Gold US Double Eagle, Silver
dollar, copper penny for the 3 precious
metals that were collected for use in the
construction of the Mishkan and its
furnishings • Below the penny is a young
fellow named Shoham mentioned in the
sedra • Two cabbages. In Hebrew - KRUV,
as in the K'RUVIM (cherubs) on the
KAPORET of the ARON • Many of the other
items represent materials that were
collected • Gemstone for the stones for the
CHOSHEN and the shoulder straps of the
EIFOD • Gold rings stand for the rings
through which were inserted the carrying
poles of some of the furnishings of the
Mishkan • And also, the rings that
connected adjacent wallboards - even
though those rings were rectangular
rather than round • spools of thread
represent the different colored wool and
linen that were used to weave the
coverings in the Mishkan. Also, to sew
together the panels of the Mishkan and
the Ohel • Bouquet of flowers, in Hebrew -
ZEIR. That is the term used in the Torah for
the decorative border of gold that was
made for the ARON and the SHULCHAN •
olive oil represents the olive oil, which had
several purposes in the service of the
Mikdash • tree and log, for ATZEI SHITIM,
the acacia wood used extensively in the
construction of the Mishkan • Trophy cup
is called a GAVI'A. The computer key is a
KAFTOR and the flower is the PERACH. The
actual Menora shapes did not necessarily
resemble these, but the names match •
sewing machine to facilitate various
sewing jobs that were needed in the

Mishkan • column or pillar, of which there
were many in the Mishkan • frame,
MISGERET in Hebrew. The word is used in
the description of the SHULCHAN • In the
frame is a graduation cap. It stands for the
wisdom that G-d endowed the artisans of
the Mishkan • Matza with a face is LECHEM
HAPANIM • • Notebook is MACHBERET, a
term used in the sedra, different meaning •
computer screen is called a MASACH in
Hebrew • Upper-right is MUREX
TRUNCULUS, the snail from which the
T'CHELET (and ARGAMAN) dye comes • VI
is 6 is SHEISH, which also means linen •
B'SAMIM box represents the B'SAMIM that
was collected for the anoint- ing oil and
the Ketoret • optical illusion in the
lower-right has a dot which either looks
like it is inside or outside the box. The
ARON was plated inside and out with gold
• below the cucumber is a close-up of the
hook and loop fastener we call Velcro, the
logo of which is under that photo • Under
that is another optical illusion of Panim el
Panim • the flag lower-left is of Lebanon
with a cedar tree - from the haftara • Rabbi
Gold is pointing to the gold coin, obvious.
But he's also pointing to the silver coin. He
is dean of the Avrom Silver Jerusalem
College for Adults, part of the educational
program of the OU Israel Center. • The
cucumber and the pool? Don't
remember... 

mailto:donnyfein@gmail.com
http://www.dflifeinsurance.com
http://www.sossingroup.com
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THE MISHKAN IN THE
BOOK OF REDEMPTION

Although the book of Sh'mot is called
'The Book of Redemption' by
Ramban, starting with this week's
portion the rest of the book of Sh'mot
deals primarily with the Mishkan. We
could ask why does he call Sh'mot
the book of redemption if it talks so
much about the Mishkan.

He explains that the redemption from
Egypt was not complete until the
building of the Mishkan. According to
Ramban the physical redemption
from Egypt would not have been
enough.  And though receiving the
Torah at Sinai was the goal of the
redemption, it was still not the culmi-
nation of the redemption process
either. That happened with the
building of the Mishkan, when the
heights that the nation had achieved
temporarily at Sinai were given a
permanent place in existence. Rav
Yisrael Ariel in his Machzor for
Shavuot lists 18 things that
happened at the giving of the Torah
at Sinai, that appear in a similar way
in the Mishkan, and Beit HaMikdash.

For example, at Sinai there were
three levels of holiness - Av Ha'anan
- which in the Mishkan is the Kodesh
HaKodashim, Ha'anan - which in the

Mishkan is the Kodesh, and the rest
of the mountain of Sinai - which is
the Chatzeir of the Mishkan. It is
interesting to read these portions and
find the similarities between the
Mishkan and the events at Sinai.

The Mishkan was beautiful made
from thirteen types of raw materials
listed in our portion. Almost all the
material used in constructing the
Mishkan was given voluntarily by the
nation who were excited to have a
part in creating a resting place for the
Sh'china. The function served by the
Mishkan in the desert, and by the
Beit HaMikdash in Jerusalem is
served today by "miniature sanctu-
aries" (Yechezkeil 11:16), the Beit
K'nesset and Beit Midrash. May the
temple be rebuilt speedily in our
time.

In honor of the Blue, Purple and
Scarlet - T'chelet v'argaman v'tolaat
shani materials used in the Mishkan,
here is a simple fruit cup you can
serve for dessert.

In a large glass fruit bowl or
individual fruit cups, layer blue-
berries, purple grapes, and sliced
strawberries or red apples. Top with
whipped cream if desired. N
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Wills • Probate • Nuptial Agreements
Durable Power of Attorney • Healthcare Proxy

Halachic Estate Planning
Tirtza Jotkowitz, Esq.

tirtzaj@gmail.com • 052-509-3356 • (02) 625-6475
US & Israel: 845-425-8871 / 694-7645 / 596-5733

For Rent - In Nayot neighborhood at the
luxurious Museum Project, new and equipped

2-bed apt.100m + 2 full bathrooms, two
balconies + private storage and parking,
bright and spacious! 7000NIS per month
For Sale - In Holyland Neighborhood

on Avraham Perera St. - 3 bed apartment,
90m, well maintained, 4th floor,

Shabbat elevator, storage + parking,
excellent price - 2,350,000NIS

Ruth Abrahami Real Estate Agent
054-80-70-677 • Fax 02-651-4955

www.ruthabrahami.com • info@ruthabrahami.com

mailto:tirtzaj@gmail.com
http://www.ruthabrahami.com
mailto:info@ruthabrahami.com
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www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
ARNONA - New garden apt, 4 bedrooms, 128m, quiet,
sunny, fully renovated, master bedrrom, 2 parking,
storage, private a/c & heat systems
ARNONA - 4 bedroom apt. 126m on one level, luxury
property, 2 parking, storage, Shabbat elevator, balcony
with view of the Old City, only 3,415,000NIS
TALBIEH - amazing deal - 1.5 bedrooms, 2nd floor,
66m, central location, walking distance to Old City and
Mamilla, renting at 4500 - only 1,695,000NIS
ARNONA - the best 3 bedroom on the market. 100m,
2nd floor, huge living room, elevator, parking, storage,
balcony, quiet, renovated, a/c, private heating, en suite,
small bldg.
OLD KATAMON - HaPortzim St. 3 bedroom apt. 2nd
floor, amazing renovations, en suite, sukka balcony, good
location, close to shuls, serious seller.
Baka - Amazing townhouse, 5 bedrooms, first floor,
private entrance, 2 sukka balconies, storage, private
parking - only 3,550,000NIS
BAKA - Very good for young couple or investment, 3
bedroom apt. ground floor, easy access, 75m, central
location, close to shuls, park. Only 1,850,000

077-215-1200

Shapiro Realty
For Sale: Arzie Habira/ Maalot Dafna
Brand New luxury apartment with

4 rooms and 2 full baths
underfloor heating, Sukkah Balcony,

Shabbat Elevator, Storage room
private gated parking

058-657-9402
Ashapirorealty@gmail.com

A special opportunity for
Pesach in Yerushalayim

Holiday Appartment in the Old City.
Charming and refurbished as new,

with rooftop overlooking Har HaBayit
Just a five minute walk from the Kotel

Please contact 054-936-4982
for more information

http://www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
mailto:Ashapirorealty@gmail.com


French Hill - Totally renovated, Hagana, 4 room ,
low floor, private storage, designer kitchen, close

to Ramat Eshkol/ light rail, 1,830,000NIS
Nelly- 052-476-4356

Ramot - Beautifully renovated cottage.
Perfect for large family, 7 rooms, 182m duplex,

large garden. Additional income unit.
Only 4,370,000NIS

Susan Lerner: 052-690-5645

Arnona- Cozy pent-cottage on Revadim
5 rooms + finished attic, 114m, beautiful design,

great view, Sukkah balcony, covered parking,
private entrance, elevator. Asking 4,350,000NIS

Orly Raz; 050-724-3735

Arnona- Hashotef Chaim Cohen
4.5 rooms, 112m,  newly built, high standard
building. 2nd floor, balcony. southern view,
private parking & storage, occupancy 3/18
Only 2,480,000NIS • Orly Raz 050-724-3735

New development near Shaari Chessed 
Two high end duplex apts: 1) spacious Garden Duplex

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, large sukkah patio
2) Magnificent penthouse- 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms,

spacious family area, Sukkah roof terrace, breathtaking
view, handicapped accessible. Orna Even 054-6216069

` 
Armon Hanatziv Garden Home

4 rooms plus option for separate unit,
2.5 bathrooms, ground floor with private

entrance, garden,  storage, private parking,
handicapped accessibility. 2,600,000NIS

Penina 050-6622446

Heart of Baka - Lovely Garden Home
4 rooms (123m) + adjoining studio apartment
(33m),  private entrance, huge garden (in use)

4,700,000NIS • Orli Raz- 050-724-3735

King George St. 4 rooms, 90m,
great opportunity, beautifully designed,
bright and spacious., 5th floor+ elevator

Only 2,550,000NIS

Felicia Mizrachi 054-240-4082

City Center with Amazing Old City View- most
exclusive buildings in the city, private pool, saunas,
parking , storage, Shabbat elevator,24 hour security

guard, 2 bedroom (78m), 2 bath, walk to Great
Synagogue, Ben Yehuda and the Old City. Panoramic
Old City views. 2,750,000NIS • Orna - 054-621-6069
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For details of OU Israel's English program, rotate 90° clockwisen
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Under Strict Supervision of OU
Glatt Mehadrin • Non-Gebrokts • Kitniyot Free
Hosts: Ita Rochel, Chanie & Menachem Persoff


